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Having the Courage of Your Perceptions
Introduction
We are fully embedded in the universe, our conceptual models do not
adequately reflect this and hence our instrumentation isn’t.
All knowledge has its origins in perception. Leonard Da Vinci

It’s sensory perception that opens us up to the realities of the universe.
It forms the basis for all our extrapolations and all baseline theory on
which our conceptual view is ultimately formed. Visual artists are
immersed in the experiential encounter and if we ignore the value of
intuitive record or bypass it by dismissal as being merely ‘subjective’
and therefor inadmissible and instead build an ontology around the
assumed veracity of 3rd party objectivity alone, we will at best be
operating partially ‘blind’, divorced from the realities of ‘meaningful’
objectivity. While this is difficult territory, it is essential that we
understand what’s actually involved in an act of observation.1
Sensory perception forms our ‘relationship with the real’ and should
guide us in our intrinsic thinking about the nature of reality and given the
factors involved, this would include the structure of matter and our
relationship to it. Not because we can see elementary matter, but
because our sense of vision is determined by light, free moving microparticles. How we perceive our world, is reliant on a perceptual
structure that we as a biological system generate in response to light
falling on our neurological circuitry. This circuitry itself evolved from the
engagement. None of our current instrumentation operates on this basis
whether it’s a telescope or particle accelerator. None of our
communication and information display technologies work on this basis.
The proposition here is that light decoheres on the retina, our
perceptual structure is watermarked by quantum reality issues and that
mind evolved to deal with the mediation of two independent data
potentials embedded within the light array. The reality of micro particle
physics and its interface with a macro theatre of operation forms an
integral part of our perception of the world and by understanding
perceptual structure we will start to truly come to terms with how to be
objective and how to deploy that understanding. Our appreciation of
subatomic particles derives mainly from the collisions taking place in the
world’s accelerators. However this is not far removed from the physical
activity of photons bouncing off objects, their passage through space2
and their collision with receptor cells providing the lead input data to the
retinal membrane. Vision delivers important aspects of our embodiment
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Space here involves the relationship between dark energy, dark matter and baryonic matter and will be explored as
being relevant to perceptual structure.
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with in the environment and the universe and we need to form an
understanding of the phenomenon on these terms.
While vision ultimately relies on the input from the light array and what it
can convey to us about our surroundings, we should not make
assumptions about the nature/ orientation of the information embedded
in the input data and to what uses the eye/brain/mind put this to. It’s
important to study vision as vision and establish what’s happening
within the phenomenon first. Through this level of exploration we can
start to understand the perceptual structure that generates it and
subsequently what’s required from external factors to give rise to it. We
must find an accommodation with the experiential nature of vision,
which will entail a direct involvement at the intuitive level to establish the
data-sets involved together with the dynamic of information exchange
taking place within phenomenal field. With such an understanding in
place we can then look down the pipeline to match this with what is
known about visual process retinal firing and even the information
potentials inherent within the light array. Vision is entirely nonphotographically rendered it is closer to a controlled hallucination than it
is to optical projection.
To me the main problem seems to be that most people (especially scientists) get their
ontology mixed up. Vision is prior to science. Our understanding is necessarily rooted
in phenomenology (the "presentations" that spontaneously happen to us) rather than
in physics. Prof. Jan Koenderink

3rd party objectivity and experiential perception
Experimental 3rd party objectivity is a very powerful method of approach
with which to understand our surroundings but within well-defined
confines. This approach has a context. It has enabled us to create
apparatus to probe deep into realms that we could not hope to
physically and hence perceptually encounter directly, namely the
cosmic and the micro. However, therein lies the problem, we must
actually ‘believe’ in the veracity of this 3rd party approach and that this
form of objectivity is entirely interchangeable with visual perception. Our
current instrumentation incorporates this assumption so is it truly
representative of our local reality and if not, what do its records actually
mean to us. We need to truly understand that the probe’s we use have
the ability to transmit back to us, without translation or addition, the
reality that we would experience if we were directly confronting the
situation. We are not talking about degrees of accuracy in this instance,
we are talking about levels of meaning and the maintenance of our
relationship with the real. The camera acts as a filter between reality
and us. Reality occurs to us and not our instrumentation and unless we
understand any shortfall at this level we will not be able to make full
sense of the records taken via instrumentation that is designed around
the assumption. If these conditions are not met then the records will
potentially omit vital aspects of this meaning, they will be deficient in
scope and context irrespective of a particular accuracy in their design
function.
2
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3rd party objectivity removes the perceiver. What is the perceivers
share? Without understanding what’s involved in an act of objectivity we
will not fashion technology that is commensurate. Our technology will
not be ‘objective’ and will not be capable of standing in for us in this
capacity.3
The apparent success of 3rd party objectivity in driving investigation
within the remit of a predominant theory may strongly support its
intellectual case for supremacy as the path to knowledge; but the proof
environment can be self-fulfilling. If 3rd party objectivity alone defines the
terms of the experiment, this can ultimately condition both the results
and their evaluation. In these circumstances it’s possible to engineer a
proof for a falsehood where the falsehood will never be discovered
unless the ontology of the approach changes. Do our telescopes
‘observe’? The answer is that they don't. We do the observing with the
technology positioned between the event and us. The same is true of
our accelerators. The arrival of paradox at a fundamental level in an
investigative process is usually a sign that the terms of approach are
due for reappraisal as much as the theory needs tweaking
Significant new theory nearly always derives from the shock of
revelations that derive from sensory experience (I include thought
experiments here). All theories are images. Once fledgling new theory
has been formulated the instinct and task is to engage in a serious
kicking of tyres and this is both helpful and necessary. A required
change in ontology together with a change in theory presents additional
challenges as the accepted tests and evaluation procedures belong to
the former paradigm. They become invalid. For example, the
psychophysical tests used to evaluate picture space and optical records
are inappropriate to test images that conform to a new form of
illusionary space based on perceptual structure (Vision-Space). The
new ontology requires us to adapt our approach and revise our tools.
The experiential ontology is actually essential to science. Scientific
understanding can’t evolve further without it and would not have got to
the position it is in without it. The so-called art science divide is actually
just a matter of unhelpful institutionalised overemphasis that keeps us
from the coalface not at it.
Runner in the mist
I was standing alone, surrounded by mist.
It was all around me.
It was all I could see.
I became aware of something.
I could make out the runner,
3
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running toward me.
As he closed I could make out he was carrying something,
A baton.
As he drew closer I could see he was gesturing to me,
He wanted me to take the baton and continue.
I could see the runner approach, then....
I could sense the runner approaching me.
There was no case for action.
He continued to run forwards but fell back into the mist.
Then he was gone.
Alone again. Snow started to fall, big flakes. Tracking their drift, one by one, all around
was alive and beautifully forming.
Suddenly, an old man was standing close by.
He was old, but beautiful – texture like the bark of an oak.
After a short while he instructed to follow, but made no sound
Tried to follow but couldn’t move.
As he moved away attempted to call out to him, but didn’t think to speak.
Concrete, carcass, backdrop.... nothing.
No attempt will be made to reconcile the next to call me illegitimate
For they are all runners in the mist.
Dropped the stick, that scratched in the sand, which blew in the wind.

The author 1983-4 - And yes, you do need to read this sort of thing!

Working directly from sensory perception implicitly acknowledges the
individual as part of the assessment being made, this being
fundamental to the notion of our embodiment within the universe. It is
through this entanglement that we are truly ‘objective’. 3rd party
objectivity has little currency here as a standalone technique in the
pursuit of our understanding of reality. For example, Visual artists don’t
seek to approach or define ‘photons’ as we investigate vision. We look
into the structures of the phenomenon as it occurs to us to see what’s
involved and how the impression of the real setting manifests. By
developing strategies to present this encounter we create stimuli
(paintings) that ‘work’ for us providing a measure of progress for others
who care to take the time to explore, appreciate and reflect upon the
beauties and intricacies of our lead sense and what it tells us.
In some respects, in intuitive record from life study, there are no base
assumptions. If you make a mark, then another, then another you are not taking
a picture, you are recording facets of visual perception. Recording ‘how’ as well
as ‘what’ we see. One mark may correspond to one projection of conscious
vision, then previously suppressed information may be responsible for the next.
If you learn to organise these projections, understand their characteristics, how
the brain tends to use them and the intent that drives, them, you are working
‘inside visual perception.
The author’s words
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Fig 1. Still life with screen, Painting by the author 2010

Once we have an understanding of our presentations of vision, we can
then look at how light could have conveyed this order of information to
the perceptual system that governed by ‘mind’ generates the
phenomenon (see Appendix 1). Through its robust and carefully
considered procedures, the intuitive approach to understanding vision is
capable of defining the architecture to perceptual structure. This
‘knowledge’ can then lead to replacement technologies producing
stimuli for scientific evaluation.4 The experiential ontology defines a new
form of illusionary space based on perceptual structure and not optical
projection. This approach to understanding the nature of reality is
formally advanced through the philosophy of phenomenology.
Phenomenologist Merleau-Ponty states in The Primacy of Perception
that,
Science manipulates things and gives up living in them. It makes its own
limited models of things; operating upon these indices or variables to
effect whatever transformations are permitted by their definition, it
comes face to face with the real world only at rare intervals.
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However, to the scientist working purely within the 3rd party objective
ontology the apparent subjectivity of perception and intuitive record
remains a weakness in approach if not thought process. The perceiver’s
share is seen as a rogue ingredient like noise that should at best be
filtered from the situation and if not then by definition results or
recordings should be excluded from contention as scientifically valid.
Indeed, outside psychophysical methodologies the view is often taken
that this form of investigation cannot result in ‘knowledge’ at all. What
an extraordinary position to adopt!
This publication is not an attempt to reconcile positions or to deal with
the philosophical stance of the various disciplines. As an artist these
‘positions’ interest me little. An artist is interested in investigating our
relationship with the real in a direct way and to develop strategies for
conveying what is found within the encounter. We work at the coalface.
With the new form of illusionary space termed Vision-Space and its
articulation in software it is possible to produce stimuli that articulate
visual awareness. While there are innumerable ways to use this
technology there are also innumerable ways of evaluating the stimuli
and for science to contribute to its further development. That is what
drives me.
When setting out fifteen years ago to deliver Vision-Space as a generic
tool capable of such development a friend commented ‘you have the
courage of your perceptions’. Given the obstacles and society’s
ingrained antipathy, the undertaking is actually a form of madness!
At critical times in the history of ideas, a re-working at the perceptual
level of engagement is required to break a ceiling. When things change
here, everything changes no matter how tall and well constructed and
supported the existing structure is. Vision-Space presents paradigmshifting technology. When perception makes a genuine stand, the sand
on which the former edifice is based simply blows away. It becomes an
unsafe structure despite all the proof in the form of bolts and braces
holding it together as an object. In this instance, its builders are often
the last to know.
The power of sensory perception
Inspired, intuitive guesswork has long been accepted as a player in
significant jumps for scientific theory. It’s normally just left at that, an
embarrassing truth that’s talked about in passing or over a beer but not
tackled – how can that be? Aesthetics, what are we to make of it? Why
are the Van Gogh’s sunflowers worth multi millions of anyone’s
currency where the photograph of the same subject matter taken by the
most sophisticated camera is worth next to nothing? There’s meaning in
the aesthetic just as there’s meaning in a theory and the camera does
not convey it. The artwork is subjectively meaningful as much as it is
serves as an objective record. You can’t take ‘us’ (the perceiver) out of
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an act of observation, it is meaningless to try. So, what’s the shortfall?
What is involved in the act of perceptual objectivity that’s missing from
our current technology? Is the camera being objective at all? If reality
occurs to us as sentient beings, are any of our devices measuring
‘reality’ or just indirect conditional facets of it?
If we can organise ourselves to address the reality of phenomenological
experience that confronts us all every waking moment, sensory
perception will provide a useful window on the universe at all scales.
Perception forms a relationship with the real, it’s evolving and slowly
deepening. The two parties, are entwined in this dance. There’s no
equipment involved in the equation to structure or filter or condition the
experience prior to it occurring to us. This interface doesn’t reside in the
individual’s head divorced from the universe, the interface is implicit in
both. Perhaps it’s more helpful to think of this entanglement as forming
a membrane? This is as ‘real’ as ‘reality’ gets! This paper attempts to
identify the physical implications of this membrane and how we could
deploy the insight.
We negotiate this relationship, we in part create it, we’re part of it’s
manifestation; the world is part of it. We call this perceived reality into
existence, we generate it and it’s ultimately all we have, awareness in
its various forms. Indeed, if we wanted to experience the reality of this
relationship at all times, we would never conceptualise or think about it!
We wouldn’t seek to distance ourselves from the rawness of exposure.
Theories however are just that, conceptualisations drawn from the
experience, we do think about it. The on-going conceptualisation
proceeds within the confines of the safe-house created by the theory
wrought from the experience. The conceptual extrapolation provides no
knowledge that was not inherent in the theory riven from the perception.
Our sense of visual perception is directly linked to the physical universe
by light – photons – the light array – electromagnetic radiation – non
baryonic matter, but we can’t be objective about this situation. We aren’t
simply receivers like a piece of optical equipment designed to do a job recording photon arrival for example. We were created by the universe
and are embedded within it by a multitude of factors the most significant
being light. At a scientific level we can’t even be sure about the nature
of the input data from the real setting engaged or passively absorbed by
the retina let alone what we do with it to form perceptual structure and
the dynamics of phenomenal field (perceived visual experience). VisionSpace strongly suggests that data potential vital to awareness and
sensory integration appears to occur to us without a ‘measurement’
having being made – without ‘detection’ – without neural spikes. Retinal
receptors operate passively as well as actively and we appear to be
making use of a specialist form of noise leading to the propagation of
what is currently a ‘dark’ data potential. We are ‘implicitly’ spatially
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aware as much as we are explicitly capable of cue development and
cue selection.
Probabilities for results of measurements performed only on the electron are
calculated as if the wave function had collapsed to one or the other of its two
components, but in fact the phase relations have merely been distributed over a
larger system. It is this phenomenon of suppression of interference through
suitable interaction with the environment that we call ‘dynamical’ or
‘environmental’ decoherence.
Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, The Role of Decoherence in QM.
http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/qm-decoherence/
The interaction with the environment – even if passive – leads to a non-unitary
evolution in time of the local density matrix. E. Joos & H.D.Zeh

To date we have tended to make reasonable but sweeping assumptions
about the fundamentals of vision based on conceptual models drawn
from theories that have failed to properly consider this relationship.
Vision is clearly non-photographically rendered, it’s not based on the
fundamentals of optics and the rectilinear propagation of light alone, we
generate vision as a biological system. The eye is not analogous to a
camera producing pictures, there is no information structure blur in
vision, no motion blur, no depth of field, no frames, no frames per
second and no binocular fusion of stereo pairs taking place as there are
no ‘pictures’ available for the visual system to fuse!
We have rolled out theories and technologies based on these
assumptions and modelled virtual reality systems conforming to them.
When compared with any direct evaluation of experiential reality these
virtual realities are ultimately as unconvincing as they are technically
contrived. They contain an immersive threshold that in the absence of
normal sensory input and with additional technology make a form of
simulation but this is clearly not how we see or encounter the world. We
have devised experiments that take place in these virtual controlled
environments that only acknowledge the possibilities inherent in the
base assumption and posted the results as being commensurate with
experiential encounter and hence as insights into the nature of vision!5
There’s a mirror in all these arrangements that prevents us from seeing
beyond the confines of the base assumption. The optically structured
stimuli ubiquitous in science have nothing to do with the phenomenon of
vision and are not representative of reality.
There is nothing less real that realism. Georgia O’Keeffe (Artist)

There’s no guarantee therefore that the majority of the activities
undertaken on these terms actually tell us much about vision or the
nature of reality. If the stimuli used in such experiments and evaluation
tasks don’t match the only records made of our direct engagement with
5
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the phenomenon of vision, then what is being measured? What is the
shortfall? Unsurprisingly, I think there’s highly significant information
about our relationship with the real contained in intuitive record
(paintings). Information that has the potential to blow the sand away
from some accepted constructs that need to fall.
Ultimately, the suggestion is that our approach to the very nature of light
becomes pertinent as we investigate the phenomenon of vision, that we
can neither presume objectivity towards the scientific experiments we
conduct, nor the results we log with our instrumentation using free
moving micro particles like photons. Failure to take this on board will
ensure that we adversely influence or bias experimentation leading to
deficient results and deficient theory. Again, this is not a matter of
accuracy, it’s a matter of fundamentally deficient approach and design
based on assumptions that lacka full understanding of the issues
involved. Without realising it, this oversight is dictating the terms under
which experimentation is devised and evaluated preventing crucial
information about the nature of reality registering. The experiment is
conditioned by our very assumption with respect to the veracity of 3rd
party objectivity irrespective of circumstance. We should not take this
stance for granted without understanding what's involved in us being
objective. Without understanding the primary structures and dynamic in
information exchange occurring within phenomenal field we should not
defer to our current forms of instrumentation.
Our assumed 3rd party approach to the nature of objectivity is designed
into our instrumentation limiting our ability to conceive the broader
universe. This limitation is also passed into the experimental set-ups
that stands in for us at the micro scale. In this respect, such 3rd party
objective experimentation involving light remains one step from the
coal-face of perception, one very important step from the reality of our
relationship with the real. We have exported and misapplied the
oversight at different scales.
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Fig 2. Still Live with Mirror, by the author 2014

Vision-Space technology breaks the mirror. The intuitive study of
phenomenal field establishes that peripheral vision constitutes a dark,
non-optical (fundamental optics) type of dataset. It's a true field
structure that we think is also responsible for calibrating a perceptual
structure facilitating multi-sense integration. The suggestion is that this
dark data potential is embedded in the light array; that de-coherence is
occurring at the retina and that the associated wave function is
absorbed (doesn't dissipate) and preserved through the visual system.6
We are making use of a noise potential associated with the incoming
light array and possibly articulated in terms of biological noise (eg
synaptic noise). The retina and visual system is not simply tasked with
cleaning up the incoming data to clarify local detail, it is synthesising a
secondary spatial contextual orientation for ‘realisation’ further down the
dorsal pathway in the mid-brain structures leading to what is known of
as ‘tectal’ vision. This form of spatial awareness is essentially derived
direct for the light array and is not the result of individual cue
development and selection building into the secondary form of spatial
awareness apparent in central vision.
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Fig 3. Picture space and Vision-Space (copyright unknown to parts of diagram)

As I have indicated, intuitive records depicting aspects of our
presentations of vision (paintings) make no base assumptions, they are
not derived from conceptual models based on assumed objectivity and
therefore, in some respects, contain less room for this type of baseline
error. However, it's a very challenging undertaking to record, watch and
evaluate the process to move forwards. As far as I am aware and
following the formalisation of Vision-Space Chardin in the 17C was the
first person to clearly and deliberately describe aspects of experiential
vision that worked against central perspective and optical projection.
His works started to show us flashes of perceptual structure. Since then
many artists engaged in making experiential records of the encounter
capture aspects of the reality of phenomenal visual experience that lie
beyond our current conceptual understanding of visual process.
Until we acknowledge the relevance of the intuitive approach and learn
how to make use of what the discipline reveals, we can continue to
expect the discovery of seemingly paradoxical situations, requiring ever
increasing degrees of sophisticated and convoluted theory as patches
to pin it all together. The paradoxes we encounter in physical theory are
a mirror to our shortcomings in approach. Our visual system does not
encounter these paradoxes as it has evolved to effortless interface with
the reality of the situation and deals with it effortlessly every waking
moment of the day. In confronting phenomenal field we should take
nothing for granted, not even the a priori existence of self in relation to
that which we examine! Exploring the phenomenon of vision is an
exploration of ourselves and much as it is an exploration of the real
settings and our relationship with light.
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We need to look hard at depictions of phenomenal field to sift the clues
that substantiate key aspects of this relationship. Some of the finest
insights into visual perception exist in the form of visual art where clear,
accurate investigations into the nature and composition of vision are
conducted free from base assumptions. The Masters can be revealed to
have had some considerable success in this respect having developed
a range of strategies to render visible key aspects. These works of art
provide not just a new order of stimuli with which to psychophysically
investigate visual perception, but also a valuable insight into how we
should conduct the business of problem solving and making
observations. We need to find accommodation with all of it on a cross
disciplinary basis.
Can you see what the artist sees?
Introduction:
If I am an explorer, an investigator, a theoretician, I am probably not a
very good one. But through a wealth of intuitive records I am, as an
intuitive artist, able to identify with and relate to a set of highly
perceptive individuals who did work effectively in the experiential realm.
These are the great observers, artists like Chardin, Turner, Cezanne,
Van Gogh, Degas, Bonnard, Bacon to name but a few. If we can
consider a theory to be an image we must also allow images to be the
initiators of theory. If you know what to look for, the work of these artists
don’t just read like a developing account of the exploration of our sense
of vision, they establish something about the terms of our relationship
with the real something that identifies a serious deficiency behind our
prevailing approach to the nature of reality and consequently to all our
current forms of information display.
These artists studied the phenomenon and in doing so identified that
monocular visual field is a composite, constructed from two base
independent ‘data-sets’. The supposition is that these are dependent on
two distinct data potentials embedded within the light array, that each
bring us unique information of our surroundings, an ‘explicit’
understanding of objective form set within an ‘implicit’ form of spatial
awareness. We require both to function effectively and efficiently in our
environment. A situation where monocular vision is seen as being
stereo in an entirely different way to the stereo attributed to binocular
disparity. That the generic data-sets are ‘managed’ by the mind in
relation to our intent in the world a process involving their modulation
‘through’ and ‘in’ time. In this context, visual artists can be thought of as
working within the visual percept. These phenomenological processes
allow us to perceive the world in ways that lie beyond the current
capabilities of our optical devices and information display systems.
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Fig 4. Slide from on-line presentation

Via engagement, visual artists have teased out a new range of spatial
cues developing into a new form of illusionary space based on
perceptual structure that can be expressed in 2D media. It’s by the
inclusion of these cues in their work that the visual artist has taken
engagement with media to new levels, their work becoming more
immersive. Having pieced together key components of our
presentations of vision it has been possible to articulate some threshold
principles and its these that are used within the programming
architecture of Vision-Space. Vision-Space defines aspects of the
perceiver’s share that lie beyond the functional design of camera
technology.
Created saliency: The composition and data structures of
monocular vision
Vision-Space establishes that we do not see the world in central
perspective or in terms of optical projection and that vision is entirely
non-photographically rendered. Instead Vision-Space establishes a
setting out point as fixation. This is made on an object or surface
appearing in the real setting7. This establishes a spherical field of
incrementally increasing levels of disorder (a specialist noise
configuration not related to blur8) forming a texture field throughout
peripheral areas efficiently rendering the spatial proximity of everything
within the field of view including the observer with respect to the fixation
7

Fixation can also revert to the body of the perceiver, the field in this case extending from the perceiver to proximal
objects.
8
See page 21& 22. Jan Koendrink “We argue that locally orderless images are ubiquitous in perception and the
visual arts. "Blur" is technically a convolution with a non-negative, localized kernel (like defocussing a camera or
projector). In the limit of infinite blur you end up with the average over the image, a uniform field. "Disorder'' implies
spatial shuffling. It destroys spatial resolution but leaves the histogram invariant. In the limit of infinite disorder you
obtain a texture with the same histogram as the image”
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point. Thus within peripheral vision spatial relationships are implied,
they are implicit and appreciated ‘in time’. In marked contrast, in central
vision we isolate and de-contextualise objective form presenting highly
detailed renditions of small areas of interest that we piece together and
modulate. We contemplate objective form ‘through time’. By isolating
these systems and carefully investigating the respective properties and
processes and when they are deployed, it is possible to digitally
transform traditional optical records produced by cameras, to conform
to phenomenal field. Transformed Vision-Space media becomes more
‘salient’ and conveys meaning (communicates) more efficiently than its
optically manifested counterpart, picture space. The specifics of this
transformation have been published and the base code for the software
is available for development.9
On an experiential basis it’s clear from life study that:
•
•

•

•

•

there are two distinct data-sets presented in monocular vision (a
total of four in binocular vision – see below)
a limited number of possible combinations from these data-sets
are possible and these are deployed to assist with the
perceiver’s intent in the world
the blinking mechanism is often used to mask abrupt exchanges
between data-sets but there also exists a system of
imperceptible exchange of information over time in the form of
alternation and modulation functions
by accurately replicating these compositions in intuitive record
(paintings) and then in still and moving image media saliency is
increased in ways beyond and outside the realm of possibilities
contained in conventional picture space media.
Vision-Space is not on the 1,2,3D curve. It’s experientially salient
or ExpD.

On an experiential phenomenological basis it is possible to separate out
the data-sets (via eye exercises) to present in either eye independently.
The presentation of data-set can alternate from either eye
instantaneously identifying that their propagation is not right or left eye
specific. They appear to be linked to the input data and not developed
internally as a cognitive function. This in turn suggests that the data
potentials are embedded within the light array.
First we can skim over some of the compositional issues just to
separate them out from those concerning the field data structure, as it’s
these that are of the main interest in this paper.
A. Fig 1. Shows the configuration of phenomenal field used mainly in
my early work as an artist as it provides the best opportunity to explore
9
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the discrepancies and discontinuities that appear at the circumference
of the fixation volume in isolation from other cues.
Three vertical rods as
part of the real setting
being viewed

Peripheral vision is not
degraded central vision
but an independent data
set off set by around 6
degrees of rotation in
relation to the true vertical
seen in central vision

A

Revealing inconsistencies around the
circumference connecting central vision
with surrounding peripheral vision

Central Vision
An image type/ data set

Single eye

st

Fig 5. 1 configuration of
phenomenal field with
matching intuitive record by
John Jupe

B. This configuration is used as we look into the far distance. A situation
where fixation projecting detailed central vision becomes unnecessary
as objects are too far away to be fixated and effectively modulated
resulting in this computationally heavy system being switched off or
suppressed. This allows the mind to concentrate on other thoughts or
aspects of audition for example. We relax as we look into the distance!

B

Peripheral vision
data-set registering across the entire
field of vision.
The rotation from vertical can be either
clockwise or anticlockwise and is
variable with respect to distance
suggesting a possible linkage to eye
rotation with respect to leading eye
aligns with the fixated point?

Fig 6. 2nd configuration of phenomenal field

However, as the diagrams reveal below, before we switch off the central
vision facet and start to day-dream or think abstractly some advantage
can be had from ‘playing’ with the differential!
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Fig 7. 1st configuration of phenomenal field

C. This is the configuration of visual field used by many visual artists as
they investigate a still life set up while fixated on a specific object. It’s a
specialist projection that the mind is able to compose for us when we

C
With the suppression of one half of
the central vision data set, two
different axis’ from the two data-sets
compete with each other along a
vertical a vertical axis

Notice how half of central vision is
‘suppressed’ and that the peripheral
vision data-set now extends into
macular vision. This results in an a
symmetrical presentation within
phenomenal field of the symmetrical
object

rd

Fig 8. 3 configuration of phenomenal field with matching intuitive records from a
selection of artists (Chardin, Van Gogh, Bonnard, Polke, the author (centre))
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Fig 9. 3rd configuration of phenomenal field with The Blue Vase, Cezanne 1889-90,
Musee d’Orsay

In the Blue Vase Cezanne builds on the process of observation initiated
by Chardin. A greater appreciation of the juxtapositions of the two datasets is present in Cezanne’s work and the principles of perspective are
falling away across the entire image. To the observer, the work is more
salient and engaging in some respects but unresolved in others. Notice
that it is the right profile that is wider that the left. This is the preferred
orientation and projection used by the brain for sustained visual
investigation of objective form.
1. There are two vertical axes to the vase that are non-aligned.
2. The shapes of both halves of the vase are different as are the two
halves of the inkbottle to the right.
3. The plate is in two halves that are also slightly non-aligned and fail to
from a single entity if we consider them explicitly. One half of the plate
shows focused detail, while the information on other half appears
disordered.
4. The apples are ghosted.
5. The table presents two planes to indicate its leading edge and
surface.
The vase is the principle fixation point, however the inkbottle and the
apples are given objective status in their own right seen in their
asymmetry. The area immediately around the vase is hazy and lacking
in definition. On its right hand side just above the apple, the broken line
clearly indicates appreciations from multiple data sets. All these
conditions are consistent with the principles of Vision-Space not picture
space. The artist has made a valiant attempt to reconcile all these
perceptual flashes but is unable to create a homogeneous view with
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them. This situation is exacerbated by the attempt to integrate multiple
fixation points instead of one. The so-called deformations in visual art
show us flashes of an underpinning perceptual structure.

Fig 10. The original photograph on the left has been subject to manual Vision-Space
transformation on the right involving binocular data-sets. In the centre is the original
drawing (J. Jupe) of a direct monocular encounter with the vase

Fig 11. The White Table Cloth – Bonnard c1926, Private collection
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As with Cezanne, Bonnard has identified the fruit bowl as the fixation
point. He has incorporated part of each data-set in the fixation in
describing its form. The vertical axes of the fruit bowl are not aligned
and that the shape of each half of the bowl is asymmetrical.
Of interest is that he has moved on from Cezanne by virtue that his
works usually identify just one fixation point. The observation belongs to
a moment in time. In this painting we see a whole raft of perceptually
dependent assessments. There is a heightened sense of volume in the
area representing central vision. The fixation area has greater detail
and enhanced colour saturation. The geometry of the fruit bowl is
isolated from that of the surrounding objects. If we look at the
surrounding objects, they retain symmetry, but are by contrast flat and
silhouetted.
Many art historians and commentators have debated the degree to
which Bonnard attempts to mimic visual perception. Unsurprisingly, all
have failed to reconcile his work with the accepted vision science
model. Surprisingly the deduction has been to reject the connection of
his works to visual perception and not to challenge the science! I would
suggest that Bonnard and the other artists are operating beyond our
current scientific appreciation of our sense of vision. Bonnard was
navigating the phenomenon while the scientists are trying to get there?.
Physical saliency: The spatial field of peripheral vision
Peripheral vision accounts for the vast majority of phenomenal field.
Surprisingly perhaps our conscious attention appears to be almost
entirely directed to the central area of vision where it tracks motion and
saccades to things of interest. This essentially mirrors the degree to
which our conceptual models of vision penetrate the phenomenon.
However, we must attend to what is going on in peripheral vision to
some extent, or we wouldn’t know where to direct our line of sight to in
order to establish a new fixation. This functional hierarchy suggests that
a covert form of attention is operational in peripheral vision and that in
some respects it’s ‘prior to’ attention in central vision even if we aren’t
consciously aware of it
Some visual artists have developed strategies to attend to this illusive
and difficult component of vision with a reasonable degree of success.
From my own experience, while an ability to attend to peripheral vision
may be to some extent genetic and linked to ‘ability’, the capability can
be developed and to some extent learned. Artists and art teachers use
the term, ‘learning how to look’. Sports people are known to be able to
‘attend’ to the spatial situation around them.
Artists rarely resort to blur in their rendition of peripheral vision and this
is because it isn’t blurred! About ninety per cent of phenomenal field is
not given over to a degenerate form of central vision! We generate a
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simultaneously understood field of spatial awareness with its own
specialised form of attention. Without this contextual ‘in-time’ ‘take’ on
reality we simply wouldn’t be able to perform within our environment as
we do.
In forming an explanation of this aspect of phenomenal field I have
been lead to doubt some fundamental physical theory. These doubts
have required me to create theoretical solutions that allow me to
continue with and deepen my intuitive investigations. Working with this
theory has enabled me to look harder into my sense of vision than my
artwork alone would have facilitated. The intuitive has informed the
theory and vice versa.
For artists working through intuitive record, it has traditionally been
enough to state that the end result, the painting, ‘works’, that the effect
is genuine because it’s appreciable and gives satisfaction. However,
there hasn’t been any clear scientific articulation of this facet or
evaluation work undertaken. The proposition is that art work operates
as a genuine stimulus precisely because it’s novel and engages the
viewer at a perceptual level, In this sense a good deal of unrecorded
psychophysics has been conducted through the world leading galleries.
People are still amazed and fascinated by the work of the
impressionists for example.
A few key scientists have made significant and targeted inroads into the
experiential realm in their own right and have developed their own
computational strategies. Professor Jan Koenderink and Andrea van
Doorn are a partnership with a lifetime of work in this area and VisionSpace quite naturally overlays and incorporates aspects of their work.
Having pointed this out there is also a good deal still to be resolved
between the two disciplines,10 I am fully aware that something has to
give for the ‘field’ structure of Vision-Space to be a perceptual reality.
As an artist I can articulate this field and it provides saliency.11 I have
developed software that realises this field structure within optical record
and it clearly provides proximity cues and a new form of spatial
saliency. Vision-Space does appear to model visual awareness. I have
made an attempt to suggest how the retina could decohere and stream
two data potentials for ‘processing’ within the pathways of the visual
system.12 Later in this theoretical paper I will attempt to consider how
this data potential could get into the light array in the first place!

10

“John, don’t blame the photons” is Jan’s informed tongue in cheek comment as a seasoned academic coming from
a physics and astronomy background!
11
Vision-Space: Replicating the Underlying Structure to our Presentations of Vision in Images. John Jupe 2005 (rev
2014) www.pacentre.org
12
A theoretical proposition for retinal detection of a field potential unfolding from the light array to form the basis of
spatial and orientation awareness within the phenomenon of vision. John Jupe 2013 www.pacentre.org
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Given that the vision science community just wouldn’t take my word for
it, I made the effort to develop Vision-Space software13 in order that
automated stimuli could be generated (as opposed to me manually
transforming photographs in line with the system). Using these stimuli
we could initiate a meaningful evaluation process and with crossdisciplinary input evolve the programming architecture to another level.
This process is currently under development.14
Data structure within the field potential
While artists rarely resort to blur in their rendition of peripheral vision,
there are very few attempts to describe, beyond making brush marks,
what its computational basis actually is. There is most definitely more
visual information or ‘saliency’ available in peripheral vision than the
purely optically derived information structure blur and depth of field
could possibly account for.

Fig 12. Slide from on-line presentation

Professor Koenderink’s and van Doorn’s work on peripheral vision not
only identifies that the information is likely to be in the form of ‘disorder’,
they have also been able to suggest a 2D structure to that disorder
across visual field based on retinal receptor layout. This baseline
information has been essential to the formation of a notion of the 3D
spatial field deployed in Vision-Space. The data structure disorder is a
form of texture suggestive of a match with the nature of the mark
making by visual artists using brush strokes over canvas.

13

Examples of moving Vision-Space media @ www.pacentre.org Thanks to Chaos Trend a Swansea based gaming
company, Simon Hawker and Frank Langbein of Cardiff university and of course Prof. Jan Koenderink.
14
Thanks to Frank Langbein Cardiff University and Joe Baldwin of Cardiff Metropolitan University. Initial results
www.pacentre.org	
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Fig 13. Slide from on-line presentation

While these systems satisfy aspects of visual experience, they do little
with respect to accepted ideas of vision as being merely reliant on the
rectilinear propagation of light on the retina.
“We propose a representation of images in which a global, but not a
local topology is defined. The topology is restricted to resolutions up
to the extent of the local region of interest (ROI). Although the ROI’s
may contain many pixels, there is no spatial order on the pixels within
the ROI, the only information preserved is the histogram of pixel
values within the ROI’s. This can be considered as an extreme case
of a textel (texture element) image. The histogram is the limit of
texture where the spatial order has been completely disregarded. We
argue that locally orderless images are ubiquitous in perception and
the visual arts.”15
If this is a description of the form data takes in peripheral vision, then
the structure in which it is applied is provided by Koenderink’s utilisation
of the selfsimilar ‘sunflower pattern’ that’s liked to receptor distribution
on the retina and which I understand reappears throughout the visual
system.

15

Prof. J. Koenderink Blur and Disorder - 1. Jan Koenderink and Andrea J. van Doorn. Journal of Visual
Communication and Image Representation 11, 237-244 (2000).
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Fig 14. The 2D selfsimilar sunflower
pattern

While these structures and formations will remove normal local spatial
considerations with respect to pixel alignment, they suggested to me
the possibility of establishing a different form of spatial order, that of a
log-polar field potential.

Fig 15. Expression of
the 3D Vision-Space
spatial field around a
fixated object

Fig 16. Left to right: a) Optical space, b) Radial depth-map, c) Radial vector formation
(representative of tectal vision?), d) Radial disorder © 2013
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The Vision-Space programming architecture merely illustrates in post
process outcomes that accord to visual awareness but these
‘fabrications’ appear to resemble at least at a superficial level, the
outcomes from the geometry of phase space with an attractor
functioning as fixation?
In mathematics and physics, a phase space is a space in which all possible
states of a system are represented, with each possible state of the system
corresponding to one unique point in the phase space. Wiki

This suggests that a programming architecture for real-time generation
of Vision-Space from the light array will need to be a dynamic system
mimicking optic flow and the involvement of at least classical phase
space mechanics. The linkage with decoherence at the retina and the
mechanics at the micro scale and Hilbert space is then self evident if
not well articulated.
Once fixation has been established this system would instantly
articulate spatial proximity throughout phenomenal field and account for
the observed sensitivity to spatial movement in peripheral vision. When
applied to visual media spatial relationships are implied and
comprehended instantaneously and without conscious attention. Indeed
attention in peripheral vision is holistic, we attend to all of it at once as
though it were a simultaneously understood quantity. (Appendix 3)

Observer’s fixation
Spatial texture is
set out radially from
fixation defining the
proximity to all
objects including
the observer

x
y

z

	
  
Proximity judgment
(see appendix 3)

Observer

Fig 17. Radial field

In the process of painting a Vision-Space image the starting point is to
establish some description of the all possibilities field, a condition where
all possible outcomes could arise. Within the system that we as the
perceiving biological system generate data appears and then falls away
in small discrete areas. Obviously in a painting we can only hint at this
dynamic and we can’t approach the ‘fine grain’ of visual output but we
can present the overall structure. Notice that even when complete the
under-painting is still visible and ‘in play’ as a contributory factor with
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respect to the saliency of the work. The ‘spatial’ values appear within its
remit and have ‘meaning’ with respect to it.

Fig 18. Stage photographs of the painting by the author (Still live with mirror)

There is no depth of field or data structure blur operational in peripheral
vision. Neither of these conditions exists in Vision-Space. Vision-Space
provides a very good description of the observable structure of
peripheral vision. By deploying these principles, photographic and
moving image media can be transformed into Vision-Space media,
which is markedly more salient than the original photographic record.
(see below)
Into this field structure we modulate and alternate binocular stereo
information over time. These features are discussed in other
publications and are not pertinent to our discussions here.16

16

Representing the Underlying Structures of in Vision in Images. John Jupe ERA 2005 (amended 2014)
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Fig 19. Picture space, photograph (optical projection)

Fig 20. Vision-Space, monocular phenomenal field (perceptual structure) .
There other perceptually significant transforms involved in VS media and relating to
17
perceptual structure, these are dealt with in elsewhere in this and other publications.

17

Representing our understandings of vision in images, John Jupe ERA 2005 (Rev 2014)
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Phenomenal field, the quantum connection and our fundamental
theories
Introduction:
The assertion is, that the function of central vision (explicit) and peripheral
vision (implicit) working in tandem, generate the basis for visual awareness.
By implication Vision-Space then models visual awareness. A crucial element
to visual awareness would be the ability for us to segment from the light array
and synthesise a form of analogue field potential alongside the better
understood digital like detail data potential. Our top down assumption
suggests that decoherence is taking place at receptor level and that both
resulting phase and particle potentials are segmented for independent
propagation and further analysis within the two visual pathways. This phase
potential would need to be assembled in the mid brain structures like the
superior colliculus and then penetrated and to set out as a field structure from
a selected fixation point suggesting that the retina merely streams the
unformulated or ‘unmeasured’ data potential. We should be considering that
this field potential represents a ‘dark’ data-set belonging to a covert
processing mechanism.18
If all of this this is indeed occurring then there are profound implications
for our understanding of our relationship with the real. It would provide a
pathway for us to understand the phenomenological nature of visual
experience and how to replicate it. If retinal de-coherence is capable of
isolating two distinct and independent data-potentials embedded in the
light array and not just one, complementarity would no longer act as a
patch for the paradox at the heart of quantum mechanics. If
phenomenal field were accommodating both potentials it would suggest
that we could learn a great deal from its study about the relationship
between the macro, micro interface and may-be even some approach
methodologies for getting to grips with non baryonic matter such as
dark matter and dark energy. This is not a trivial matter.
Unsubstantiated visual theory
A theory of vision that could possibly give rise to such a compound
monocular perception, runs something like this. The underlying
realisation being that, the availability of the two separate data-sets
seems to be dependent on independent functions of light carrying
differing ‘takes’ on the macro environment it has encountered. These
independent data potentials are analysed in different ways and form the
basis for our perceptual ‘takes on reality’ that our right and left
hemisphere generate. One ‘explicit’ and the other ‘implicit’.
Left hemisphere: dependent on denotative language and abstraction, yields
clarity and power to manipulate things that are known, fixed, static, isolated,
decontextualised, explicit, disembodied, general in nature, but ultimately
lifeless.
18

John Jupe ERA 2013 (rev 2014) A theoretical proposition for retinal decoherence unfolding a field potential from
the light array.
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The right hemisphere: yields a world of individual, changing, evolving,
interconnected, implicit, incarnate, living beings within the context of the lived
world, but in the nature of things never fully graspable, always imperfectly
known.
McGilchrist (Master and his Emissary)

In outline we would suggest that the observed dark light and dark noise
at receptor level is triggering integration across ganglion cells in the
retina forms just the front-end of a synthesized data potential ‘unfolded’
through the magnocelluar/dorsal associated pathway within the
subcortical mid-brain structures. This would entail the superior colliculus
receiving not a 2D topographic and retinotopic map along side its gaze
direction/saccadic eye movement data, but a distinct mode of signaling
from ipsilateral views from left and right eyes generating a unique form
of spatial field awareness.19 This data-potential manifests as a neurally
generated field and its spatial salience would unfold directly from the
data-potential without ‘measurement’ having taken place, it manifests.
As such it would not be on the familiar 1,2,3D curve prevalent in current
visual media imaging techniques based on binocular disparity. If we
have to ‘visualise’ this data-set it may not be unlike the vector field
(required to produce VS images) illustrated in the lower left portion of
Fig 9. This sort of structure would then account for retinotectal vision
identified by Sherman 1977 and possibly associated with the well
known accounts of so called blind sight. This visual field potential would
then be aligned with the ecology of audio spatial field in the lower layers
of the superior colliculus. The resulting neurological structure would be
capable of supporting multi-sense integration20 in the form of a
perceptual structure that ‘we’ the perceiver would be responsible for
generating and controlling. This would probably be associated with the
Thalamic strcutures.
This in turn suggests that we need to consider each of the two data
formations, wave and particle to be independent ‘realities’, not
complementary. Also that once segmented from the light array these
data formations carry independent ‘takes’ of reality in terms of visual
impressions from the real setting. We can look to recent work
undertaken by physicists Matthew Pusey, Terry Rudolph at Imperial
College, London and Jonathan Barret Royal Holloway, London that
actively support this type of proposition.21
These data-sets will be entirely different in nature requiring entirely
different processing systems. The one that finds articulation in central
19

While it is intuitively possible to ascertain the ipsilateral configuration of the field structure as presented in
monocular phenomenal field, it is not possible to verify if this is due to suppression of half the field at a cognitive level
to allow for juxtaposition with information from the other eye or if this derives from performance related issues at the
retina. Based on my intuitive investigations I would suggest that it’s probably the former. People with one eye are
able to function as thought the field was operational across the full extent of phenomenal field.
20
Multisense integration in the SC has been well documented and shown to be lead by visual input and subject to
environmental influences. MA Merideth & BE Stein 1986; DK Sarko & D Ghose 1212; L Yu, BA Rowlans & BE Stein
2010; MT Wallace et all 2004; A King 2008; JC Alvarado et al 2009; J Xu et al 2012.
21
Pusey M P, Jonathan Barrett & Terry Rudolph. 2012 On the reality of the quantum state Nature Physics.	
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vision will be the one most aligned to analogy with the optics of the
camera and the probabilistic arrival of photons over time brought to
focus by the conventional lens with which we are all familiar. The field
data-set would not so much be detected at the retina but be streamed
through to formation at a specialised brain structure. Perhaps the
spherical geometry of the eyeball would be relevant to this order of data
capture? So the assertions would be that there is something akin to a
‘neural lens’ mathematical equivalent to phase space in the mid-brain
controlling a field potential that is penetrated or set out from a selected
position using an attractor rather than brought to focus by a physical
lens.
We are aware of data-set variations, such as the plane hologram, that
could provide a means to conceive of a second data-set. In this
situation coherent properties of light are brought into play and unlocked
by alternative methodologies. Within vision we would be considering
coherence in the form of the measure of disorder, fluctuation or
vibration in the light array where the measure leads to the degree of
spatial texture expressed within phenomenal field. Such a component
would require the existence of a medium that the photon would be
affected by and there are some candidates, dark matter, dark energy
and terrestrial ambient light.
Unsurprisingly there is only intuitive evidence for the existence of this
second data-set, the visual system being the only device in town. We
certainly haven’t developed instrumentation to render visible something
that we have yet to fully conceive of. Artists on the other hand have
developed different strategies for articulating its ‘presence’:

Fig 21. JMW Turner Boat in a
Storm, Oil on canvas, Tate
Gallery, London, UK
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Fig 22. Self portrait, 1889 Van
Gogh, Oil on canvas, Musée
d'Orsay, Paris

Fig 23. E. Degas Mademoiselle
Malo, Pastel on paper, Barber
Inst of Fine Art, Birmingham, UK
© The Barber Institute of Fine
Arts, University of Birmingham
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Fig 24. Pine tree near Aix en
Provence, 1995-97, Paul
Cézanne, Oil on canvas,
the Hermitage, St Petersburg,
Russia

Fig 25. Painting by the author 2010 (field represented by size of brush strokes)
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Fig 26. Painting by the author 2013, There are no pixels in vision! (field represented by
size of brush mark)

It is apparent that in conditions of very low light intensity (scoptic levels)
one of the data-sets is not offered up within phenomenal field indicating
that the conditions don't favour its propagation. We can dimly see things
but have trouble locating them in space. The assumption is therefore,
that one data-set is dependent on the presence of background
luminance through which the photon entering our eyes travels and so in
the absence of this medium one data-set specialising in spatial
awareness fails to form correctly.
Uniquely we can observe the moon, a discernable object that sits way
outside terrestrial lighting conditions. Specialist conditions apply and
specialist perceptual responses are encountered, for example the Moon
illusion(s). In daylight (photonic) a terrestrial ambient light field would
exist within the atmosphere. At night (scoptic) the moon would remain
well lit but the effect dependent on the terrestrial would be negated. At
dawn and dusk (mesopic) we would expect the visual system to
struggle trying to resolve the situation with inadequate or only partial
registration of one data potential. Our perception of the ‘object’ changes
considerably in terms of its size and its appreciable objective spherical
form, either side of a few minutes at dawn and at the same period at
dusk. (Appendix 2)
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Fig 27. Slide from on-line presentation

Forming a relationship with the real
If there are two independent visual records of a single event embedded
in the light array we have to confront some tough questions. Which one
holds the accurate measure? Do either of them hold the accurate
measure? Are we and our notions of ‘self’ items or composites? It would
appear that in vision for example that we mediate between data
formations appearing in central and peripheral vision, one being
presented within the other. We fabricate a position. Reality is something
we float. We create an impression of unity from the duality of data
potentials we receive, a remarkable achievement. The physical world is
‘out there’ of course but light can’t transcribe that directly to us. It has to
let us know about its status as a micro particle with respect to the macro
33
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condition and the message has to be compiled in terms of that. Prof. S.
Zeki reveals that irrespective of neural binding, temporal unity of vision
is unlikely if not illusionary.22 He is also aware of the role that artists are
playing in the exploration of these issues.
“...artists are neurologists, studying the brain with techniques that are
unique to them and reaching interesting but unspecific conclusions about
the organisation of the brain.”
The composition of phenomenal field and its functional dynamics afford
us an admiral impression of space and time unity in terrestrial
settings.23 It’s a truly remarkable fabrication given the situation. So
much so, that the apparent unity of visual field has largely been taken
for granted and to-date we still associate this presentation with optical
projection and we have given the mistaken association a name
‘realism’!
The question is, are both data-sets available to us as we look out into
space? We are forced to confront the situation at the micro level
through experimentation with light but then seek to explain it away or
ignore the implications. This is not a question relating to quality of
record or accuracy of measurement using our existing technology, it's a
question relating to our relationship to light and its relationship to our
instrumentation and what that situation can usefully tell us about the
universe. What is the deficit in a presentation of the universe missing
one of the data-potentials? If we had both ‘takes’ what would they be
telling us when compiled? Could we engineer a situation where dark
matter and dark energy could be used in place of the terrestrial ambient
light field as a medium to provide that ‘view’? In all these situations are
we are talking about the influence of what has been formally described
(and often dismissed) as Aether (Ether)? Is it important that we perceive
of cosmic space or the micro condition in the same way as we perceive
the world about us?
Given the central role the second data-set plays in perceptual
awareness the answer to that question has to be in the affirmative.
Unless we understand the fundamentals of vision we will not
understand how to address the universe. We must understand what’s
involved in an act of observation. (Appendix 4)
22

Zeki S. & Bartels A. 1998 The Autonomy of the visual system and the modularity of conscious vision The Royal
Society publications Vol 353, 1911-1914
Zeki S. & Bartels A. 1998 The theory of multistage integration in the visual brain The Royal Society publications Vol
365, 2327-2332
23
“It is well known that all living beings populating our planet are developed and constantly affected by many
specifically terrestrial factors. The factors include primarily the Earth's atmosphere, diurnal and annual periodicity and
certain magnetic and gravitational fields.” “This is the question: how and how much will the psychological apparatus
of a human being be ensured an adequate perception of reality (including perception of the time and space aspects)
under the conditions of outer space and space flight, to which it has not adapted historically?”1968: A.A. Leonov and
V. I. Lebedov Perception of Time and Space in Outer Space
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Fig 28. Slide from on-line presentation (image copyright Wiki commons)

Neural pathways are known to process data at different speeds but is
this just the result of the way its wired, a latency and resistance issue to
be ignored and discounted? Remember, our visual system is doing the
best job it can to present a unified situation. Is there something more
significant going on making this delay inevitable and fundamental? As
the data-set presented in central vision (where we contemplate form
over time) is cascaded into the field formation (peripheral vision where
we detect spatial motion through space in time) we can clearly
appreciate that the two records are not a precise match even in spatial
terms, Fig 1. There are artefacts and these artefacts are useful as are
the cue sets derived from the different data-structures. If uniformity
could be achieved then we would assume our visual system would have
evolved to do just that. Vision-Space identifies that we have to operate
two entirely different forms of attention to keep track of what’s going on
around us as the systems and the data-potentials within each system
are separate. It would appear that time and space for the coherence
based data-potential is not the same as that for the photon expression.
Is there an appreciable time lag between the two data potentials at
cosmic distances? Is the universe at heart a duality that’s partially
entangled with photons part of that entanglement and if so does the
entanglement form some sort of membrane?
Could it really be the case, that light can’t manifest for us the
information about a macro event across a significant macro distance
directly or truly because that potential does not exist, that time and
space has essentially a split personality? Does light essentially belong
to the non-baryonic matter set but bestride both conditions, micro and
marco? If so then all the information light brings us of our macro context
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is truly indirect requiring careful reconstruction and consideration to
extract its meaning within systems that model phenomenal field? If so
then as light traverses macro distances in terrestrial space it has
embedded with in it two non-aligned data-potentials capable of
providing independent ‘takes’ of the macro scenes encountered?
If this were the case how would this affect and influence our current
theories as we struggle between relativity and quantum mechanics
searching for a unified field theory?

Fig 29. A duality within the universe leaves no place for relativity?

If we were lacking crucial data about the situation under investigation
making us reliant on forming theories that accommodate the reality from
only one data potential, what would those theories look like and what
awkward situations would necessarily occur as a result of our belief in
them?
Relativity successfully provides a theoretical base for an
acknowledgement of the physical possibility deriving from only one
record (explicit) It makes very accurate predictions and the objective
integrity of a 3rd party observer is maintained in the associated thought
experiments. The position is maintained through the creation of the
geometry of curved space-time. With curved space-time in play we can
still enjoy the assumption of 3rd party objective status with respect to all
matter in the universe and light that brings us the information about it. If
a duality of physical systems were in place as indicated above we could
expect the same results but could think again about the requirement for
the geometry of curved space-time. This would be just the necessary
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mathematical construct, the patch required to preserve appearances
and avoid the realisation that there is no such unity. A situation where
the key ontology of science that of direct objectivity is forfeit,
The theory of relativity is founded on the principle of the absolute speed
of light effectively positioning light outside the set, outside the theory
itself while at the same time maintaining the law as essential to the
system’s mechanism. Light is clearly not relative it’s absolute so we
actually have a paradox or conceptual ceiling. If we consider that light
as a free moving micro particle actually belongs to another set (nonbaryonic), a set that to an extent overlaps with our set on the macro
scale, does the theoretical paradox fall away along with that of
wave/particle duality? Again, there is no need to doubt the accuracy of
measurements made to support relativity or its predictions but perhaps
we can challenge what the records are currently thought to signify with
respect to the nature of reality.
Awareness of time and the concept of absolute time
As I see it the realisation of Vision-Space, is that there is ultimately no
quantity ‘absolute time’ (or ultimately absolute space) to detect from the
information we receive from both data sources that light brings us of a
macro scale event. We experience the world both in time and through
time making the concept of time across micro and macro events either,
a moveable feast or an artifice, part of the perceptual illusion of unity we
are required to model for the sake of ‘self’ and our interactions with our
local environment.24 All knowledge of a distant event is transmitted to us
by free moving micro particles (photons) that have an expression in a
macro context, but which are fully physically present in a ‘tangent
dimension’ to our own. Hence, if light is involved in isolation from other
senses, we have no direct means as macro bodies to truly and
accurately perceive the event under scrutiny. We have two potential
outcomes and are required to mediate between the accounts in order to
compile a meaningful impression of time ‘now’.
Our perception of ‘now’ is simply an awareness of the present derived
from a composite. Individuals are required to construct the present for
themselves in isolation. We contemplate the structure of form ‘through’
time and yet events in peripheral vision occur to us ‘in’ time. ‘In time’
here refers to micro time now as it expresses the macro event it
encountered, even this account is essentially indirect. Hence, two
individuals observing the distant event construct their own independent
assessment of ‘now’ regarding the macro event from the information
24

“Psychophysiological studies have shown that the position of the body relative to the direction of the force of
gravity, as well as the spatial relationships of the objects surrounding a man, are exceptionally significant in the
general dynamics of spatial vision. These studies confirmed Ukhtomskiy's concept, according to which vision is
determined by a complex chain of associations: vision- kinesthesia-vestibular sensations. The coordinates of a man's
fields of vision, the interactions of the monocular systems (i.e., both eyes), etc., are linked with this chain of visualvestibular-kin- esthetic reflexes.” 1968: A.A. Leonov and V. I. Lebedov Perception of Time and Space in Outer Space
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made available by light. These constructs of the event are not ‘relative’
they are entirely independent. Relativity may link them computationally
through the math but the math is not a description of the physical reality
that gave rise to the situation. We can align the created perceptions of
‘n’ number of observers in such a way that a comparison apparently
confirms the event, but the ‘reality’ of that event remains essentially
independent of all accounts of it. There is no absolutely valid 3rd party
objective position to be realised. Curved space-time belongs to our
virtual mathematical environment in which we increasingly live. Light
should not be used as a measure.25
None of what follows is of course of any consequence in
terrestrial circumstances and is only relevant at distances
involving light years.
The runners assemble for the start of the race. The starter is to
raise a flag to get them underway.
Each ‘perceives’ the flag being raised independently by
constructing the impression of the start event from the two datapotentials gleaned from the light array.
If the starter is close by, it’s possible to co-ordinate their
understanding of the ‘present’ to align. This creates the
impression of a ‘now’ event and the race starts fairly and no one
is the wiser.
If the starter was on the other side of the solar system and both
data potentials were available to the runners of the start event
(flag being raised) they would each potentially see two signals
from two data potentials (implicit and explicit). Which one should
trigger their departure? Can this situation be mediated such that
decisions made by all coincide exactly?
In terms of our telescopes, remember that Vision-Space
suggests that their design obviates the capture of one of the
available data potentials.
The percept of ‘now’ from an event transmitted by light is
mediated response within the perceptual structure of the
biological system of the perceiver. Events exist, but direct
knowledge of them can’t be transmitted to any of the race
participants by light. To all intense and purposes - time as a
quantity with respect to light and the structure of the universe is
25

"If the perceptions of time and space can give a man a bio-logically feasible orientation, it is solely on condition that
these perceptions reflect the objective reality outside the man: a man could not adapt biologically to a medium if his
senses did not give him an objectively correct representation of it" (Vol. 8, p. 185). "Materialism and Empiriocriticism",
V.I. Lenin	
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just a theoretical concept (a rather pervasive one), it’s not real.
Time now, as experienced from light travel is just a percept
drawn from the physical duality within our universe. Time lived in
the macro context (not involving light) can of course ‘tick’ away.
Bit it doesn't ‘tick’ in the other micro dimension for non-baryonic
matter.
If a stopwatch were used to time the race and it is manually
operated by the official raising the flag, time ‘now’ would be with
the official and remain with the official. It would not measure the
actual duration of race as his percept would, not match that of
the race participants. Each participant would be running a race
according to their ‘take’ (construct) of the situation.
To measure the actual race time of the winning runner who
responded to the flag the stop-watch would need to be started
and stopped by that runner. His race time dictated by the
transmission of light will be independent of all the others in the
race and that of the race marshal.
We may detect light ‘bending’ under the influence of the geometry of a
significant gravitational force (eg. star or galaxy) but this represents only
one of the possible data-sets we need to have to hand. The pervasive
presence of dark matter also contributes to gravitational lensing effects
as a spatial medium (of varying density) through which the light passes.
The suggestion is that this data from dark matter deflections could
potentially be used to generate a form of second data potential in the
same way that photon vibrations (noise) appear to be used by our
visual system as they pass through terrestrial ambient light. An act of
observation (it is intentioned and compiled) would require both and
‘reality’ of the event (our perception of it) would be obtained through
their mediation. 26 The human factor or perceivers share would be
integral it its formation. Were we ever to be able to detect dark energy ,
which is more evenly distributed throughout the universe, and this was
found to affect photon trajectories, then the task would presumably be
easier.
With our current approach to record making dictating the design of our
current technology and the results it provides we are utilising just half
the story, living from a filtered reality where both data potentials are
required to mediate a more meaningful reality. We are currently
26

In 1795, the Director of the Greenwich Observatory, Maskelyne, dismissed an astronomer named Kinnbrook
because the latter had noted the passage of stars through the meridian half a second late. Maskelyne found the
errors in Kinnbrook's observations by comparing Kinnbrook's data with his own, which he considered absolutely
trustworthy~ However, 30 years after this event, the Germanastron- orner Bessel discovered that all observers,
including Maskelyne, were noting the time of the passage of stars through the meridian inaccurately. It was explained
that each of them had their own average delay-time. This time is now taken into account in astronomical calculations
by a coefficient called the "personal equation". The Perception of Time and Space in Outer Space A.A. Leonov & V. I.
Lebedev 1968
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recording in the explicit sense, tracking a micro particle’s path in relation
to the macro distance from the macro ‘perspective’ we inhabit. We also
need the other side of the story where we countenance an implicit take
on reality obtained by light passing through a medium of non-baryonic
matter. The realisation of Vision-Space is that we don't see in central
perspective! Reality is non-photographically rendered, it does not
accord with optical projection and the fundamental of optics alone, it is
not present in the explicit measurement and so it doesn't occur to our
instrumentation. Vision-Space is a new form of illusionary space
reflecting the complex ways in which we are embedded in the universe.
Perceptual structure acknowledges the duality in our universe and how
we are embedded within it.
While relativity might work efficiently on a computational basis and be
exceptionally useful in that respect, we have to consider what the theory
is potentially obscuring in terms of meaning. Space-time is problematic,
even if it delivers in terms of accurate predictions it will ultimately
present a false conceptual ceiling. If we work with a unitary conception
of time and preserve 3rd party objective status then the physical
curvature of space-time will inevitably be found. Time will warp the
space! If we work from the position that direct 3rd party objectivity
towards events is not possible and involve what is understood from the
experiential ontology we may be able to learn how to generate and
mediate a more meaningful scenario.
Experiential spatial awareness :
The experiential ontology reveals the composite nature of phenomenal
field involving two distinct ‘takes’ on the real setting. If de-coherence is
occurring on the retina we can start to piece together our relationship
with the real. We should be able to arrive at a computational
understanding that adequately models the factors in play as we
generate phenomenal field and visual awareness. This in turn will
reveal how we need to think about what’s involved in making
observations at remote scales (cosmic and micro).
The quickest way to undertake the task of artificially providing a test
environment is to develop a Vision-Space real-time academic
programming architecture that’s meaningful across disciplines but led
by the experiential ontology. This modelling of visual awareness can
only be undertaken with participation from the neurosciences, art,
philosophy and physics.
Once operational we can expect the model to generate conditions that
simulate the field data-potential where in a 1st person scenario
(subjective experience) it’s possible to discern if an object held in
fixation were moving towards you, or if you were moving towards it.
Indeed the perceptual system can play with a range of options and even
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select the best one to suit intent in the world.27 Its possible to
simultaneously monitor all positions within the field promoting spatial
motion to the form of attention operational in central vision.28 Motion is
understood as fluctuations in dynamic flow indicating encroachment
through change in proximity with respect to fixation.29 While this
capability doesn't violate the specialist conditions used to illustrate
relative motion (outer space without background references) the fact
that two independent process of spatial awareness are operational is a
violation of relativity, the systems are independent not relative. For
example, it should be theoretically possible to use dark matter to
construct a notional field in which to locate an individual.

Fig 30.a) Field set out from the perceiver
b) Field set within ambient terrestrial light field, dark matter, dark energy
functioning as aether (ether)

27

In space (also outside earth’s atmosphere) which lacks terrestrial ambient light we would struggle to form the field
data-set suggesting that this is why astronauts experience difficulty performing spatial judgments (Appendix 4)
28
In central vision we ‘track’ motion through time and ‘contemplate’ objective form through time.
29
Think campfire experience, fixated on the flames our covert attention is still alert to encroachment and will
command your conscious attention if the field detects movement especially spatial encroachment.
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Fig 31. Fixation retained on the apple’s starting position as it moves towards the
perceiver

In normal lighting conditions an individual is aware of all proximal spatial
movement within the perceptual structure of the disorder field while
holding a fixated position on an object in space. If the object moved
towards you everything in the disorder field would remain static apart
from the object moving towards you. If you moved towards the object
the disorder field would alert you to the fact as all values in the field
would change.. Peripheral vision is highly sensitive to proximal spatial
movement with respect to you or with respect to a fixated position in
space.30

Fig 32. Fixation retained on the apple as it moves towards the receiver

30

Parallel horizontal movements with respect to you under the same conditions would present greater difficulty. So
determining if it’s your train carriage starting to move or that of the train opposite still holds!
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Fig 33. Fixation retained on the apple as the perceiver moves towards it

Fig 34. Body centred fixation as the apple moves towards the perceiver
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Fig 35. Body centred fixation as the perceiver is moved towards the apple

Our perception of and relationship to our terrestrial environment is not
one that conforms to the specialist thought experiments used to
illustrate relativity. In fact these specialist a-typical conditions are not
really that interesting, revealing or even pertinent. The perceptual field
system is operational even if not engaged by these circumstances. If we
can understand perceptual structure we could potentially develop
systems for utilising dark matter established by via gravitational lensing
to provide a field like location system. This would identify that terrestrial
perception is in advance of our conceptual models and current
technology developed around it. It should be theoretically possible to
test these assertions in controlled experimental conditions and even in
simulators running a Vision-Space gaming type engine. It should also
be the case that astronauts experience some loss of spatial acuity while
weightless in space and it is also possible that while undergoing long
space flight that their perceptual structures could be significantly altered
as the plasticity of the brain accommodates to the new prevailing
conditions. In extreme cases this could lead to neural redundancy.(see
Appendix 4)
With respect to the thought experiments used to illustrate relativity, it’s
inappropriate to simply be labelled ‘observer one’ and ‘observer two’ of
the same event. The observers create and fabricate the unity of what
they perceive. This is a consequence of physical constraints that apply
to light’s ability to supply accurate information to us about macro spatial
positions and distances. Consequently, the ‘reality’ of individual visual
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percepts (over massive distances) are independent of both the event
and each other. Reality is a floating perceptual construct requiring
mediation it’s not directly accessible for recording.
Light
How could electromagnetic radiation (light) bring us two independent
data-potentials of a single event? Light is understood to travel fast and
straight as a particle. We are suggesting that its phase properties and
the resulting field potential develop through coherence. This potential is
‘unfolded’ from the light array more than it is detected a process
requiring synthesis over differentiation. Even the passage of light
through a lens relies on properties of coherence to focus the light. The
lens is a phase filter.31 The photograph tells us as much about the
instrument as it does about what it has recorded from the environment.
We can’t factor the apparatus out of the picture record. The apparatus
dictates how the scene is recorded and this has significant and loaded
implications for anyone making use of the records produced. The
camera doesn't ‘unfold anything. These instruments and the associated
software actively filter out noise. Even the physical locations of
telescopes on mountains or in space are dictated by the desire for noise
reduction and attainment of greater clarity.
If we then look at the experimental set up for establishing the
wave/particle duality of photons, we are able to see two kinds of results,
the wave interference pattern and the particle pattern. Both the
recorded patterns are in fact basic records of the apparatus as much as
they are indicators of photon or interference like behaviours. If we
change the apparatus in very specific ways then we can change the
fundamental nature of the record. Each data potential will require
different methodologies and systems for its interpretation and
presentation.
Wave/particle duality detects the physical duality permeating our
universe. The two experimentational setups straddle the membrane.

31

It is important to consider the influence that the hard lens in correctional glasses has with respect to our sense of
vision. I am slightly short sighted and have always felt that while glasses aids clarity it also adversily affects my
feeling of being integrated into the world. I forfeit or compromise the sense of proximity. While the brain’s implicit
processing system can compensate (retune) to some extant for the affect of the hard lens, implicit spatial awareness
is never as perceptually impactful.
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Fig 36.
a) Orientation of the experimenter and apparatus is outside the context in which the
experiment is being conducted
b) Orientation of the experimenter is outside the context in which the experiment, including
functional aspects of the apparatus, is being conducted

The apparatus the approach and the outcomes have our conceptual
limitations embedded within them. The apparatus cannot act a stand-in
for us and reproduce the ‘reality’ of the situation and results obtained
require us to take into account the inherent limitations. If the assumption
of 3rd party objectivity is made and its operator uses the records
produced as representative of a genuine observation (experientially
valid) then irrespective of clarity, confusion could be the main outcome.
Multiple results are unlikely to build into a meaningful overview.
Something important will be missing or remain ‘dark’. The operator will
be essentially finding the influence of their own misunderstanding of
approach. The misunderstanding with respect to the nature of
objectivity is hardwired into the experiment through the design of the
apparatus based on a misunderstanding about what’s involved in an act
of observation. In this sense the reductionist approach without careful
consideration is invalid as we cross a threshold. When the results are
investigated alongside others we should expect to encounter apparent
paradox.
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Fig 37. From on-line presentation

If we abandon our position of assumed objectivity towards light bringing
us the information and devise methodologies from the experiential to
alleviate the shortfall, the paradoxes will disappear. It’s possible to
‘locate’ the photon with respect to the micro condition using a micro
particle and see the single slit (the physical shaddow of the devise or
apparatus) or use a double slit (wave length of light) and record its
physical reality to us in the macro context. The apparatus has changed
our orientation towards the results obtained. We are not physically
located with respect to one set of results consequently they do not have
direct meaning to us. Through the experiment we have encountered a
threshold or membrane.
It is not that the apparatus is changing the results. It’s changing the
experimenter’s orientation towards the experiment. Through the
selection of the apparatus he is choosing between an explicit view
involving the location of the particle from the macro context but using a
micro scale context to conduct the experiment (indirect) and an implicit
view looking at the micro condition (dimension) from the macro context
(direct). Artificially operating within the system (system bound illegitimate) or observing the system from outside (unbound legitimate). Apparatus selection and use of light is subtly changing his
position with respect to the membrane.
If the micro particle is collided with another particle on the other side of
a double slit experiment (B) the results are system bound. The particle
has now been ‘located’ within its context and so the experiment is now
being conducted at the micro scale, there is a disconnect here between
the experimenter and the meaning of the results. Fig 22.
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A
Interference Pattern Image -Conducted
in macro spacial context

B
Particle Pattern Image - conducted in
micro spatial context

Fig 38. Locating the photon after passing through the slits

With the double slit experiment (A) we are observing the micro systems
physical presence within the macro context. It's a hands off approach
where the experimenter resists direct intervention but views the scene
directly. There is a disconnect here as well as he didn’t encounter the
micro particle within the experimental set up! The situation requires
mediation.
Through the ingenuity of the single and double slit experiment we are
revealing that light has two potential orientations to us in the macro
state. This is the significance of de-coherence, that both inherent
orientations are capable of transmitting independent data potentials and
both can still individually remain in play within the visual system
following reception/absorption at the retina. The visual system and our
perceptual structure can preserve both data potentials and cascade
them together within phenomenal field. One data-set reveals a ‘take’ of
the world as light (micro particles - photons) encounter the macro
environment (bouncing off objects) and the other data-set reveals a
‘take’ of the world involving how we encounter (without interfering with
the process) the way light occupies and traverses marco space (phase).
These independent data-potentials require entirely different receptor
functions (passive and active) and subsequent ‘processing’
mechanisms (visual pathways).
Under these conditions it can be argued that wave/ particle duality is not
a matter to be resolved, it is one requiring mediation. That the observed
duality is a physical consequence of there being two dimensions in play
with light being essentially non baryonic but having some degree of
interface with baryonic matter and hence the macro condition. All direct
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experimental procedures and set-ups used to explore micro interactions
would then need to be sensitive to this understanding.
If our perceptual system accommodates both orientations and data
potentials then experimentation using light will need to recognise these
conditions and the constraints they impose with respect to record taking
and what the results will mean to us in the macro condition. We will also
need to come to terms with the composite nature of notional self
(awareness). We mediate takes on reality and these individual takes on
reality each have a voice, (right and left hemisphere) they form
components of a mediated awareness (consciousness) where the
mediation activity forms a third voice. Our perceptual structure is fired
up by the onset of free moving micro particles and is thus defined by
de-coherence and the macro, micro interface.

Fig 39. From on-line presentation

Our experiential reality is a composite and any notion of the indivisible
‘self’ needs to be abandoned if we are to make sense of the world at all
scales. The position of a detached observer is not valid and we certainly
can’t defer this complex position to our (current) instrumentation. If we
loose connection with perceived reality we will end up living in an
increasingly virtual reality instead of inhabiting the experiential one
responsible for generating reality. There will be serious consequences if
we do not correct the situation.
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Fig 40. From on-line presentation

In conditions defined by quantum mechanics, we have a choice to
make: do we want to detect light as non-baryonic matter operating
within the micro realm (to which it belongs) and perceive it as a particle
in that context or appreciate the way this essentially non-baryonic
matter occupies macro space as a ghostly phase presence. Light
traverses the membrane but we don't! If we abandon our assumed 3rd
party objective status and reductionist principles the observed
wave/particle phenomenon is not invested in the apparatus used, but in
us and the declaration of ‘locality’ we take with respect to the
investigation. It’s our approach that conditions the outcome of the
experiment. We can’t take ourselves out of the act of observation as we
are embedded in the universe and the reality of this should be
incorporated in all our attempts at observation.
While this might at first appear to be a trivial slight of hand, the
consequences are far reaching, and would offer us a new handle from
which to penetrate the workings of particle physics, astronomy and of
course vision science.

Familiar experiments
The Polarisation of Light
Another common illustration of quantum effects is achieved through
separating light into two components of perpendicular polarisation. A
photon of light is polarised by the calcite crystal and then reassembled
in phase on its exit. As expected, a solid beam of light expounds wave
like qualities. If the stream of light is drastically reduced in intensity it is
possible to reach a level where individual photons are emitted and
photon behaviour is experienced.
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However, in certain circumstances, these individual photons can be
made to behave as if they were waves. This apparently contradictory
situation should not be surprising if we can accept that our objective
relationship towards the photon has been affected by the approach
taken – our intent. Just because we have equipment that can detect
individual photons does not necessarily mean that we share the same
terms of reference (spatial context) to that of the event. We have to be
aware of the terms of interface (the membrane) between the systems
that we are approaching. The location of the particle is done at the
micro scale we are not directly present even if our probe is. (Fig 21). By
reducing the beam to individual photons the line has been crossed, we
are not present. While records can be made from this encounter to be
read directly in the macro dimension, we did not encounter the event
directly, we can’t assume direct objectivity with respect to the results.
While we can’t physically be in two places (contexts, dimensions) at
once the photon has an expression of presence in both spatial contexts.
Light would appear to be essentially based in another dimension (nonbaryonic) but with a crossover presence into ours - a rather ghostly
entanglement! By using particles from light’s micro dimension or context
to conduct experiments, the theatre of operation is entirely conducted
from within that context. Results that only have direct relevance within
that context (these results are indirect because we are not ‘present’ at
the event). If we experiment with light as it exists in terms of our
dimension (without location) we obtain results that confirm its limited
presence in relation to our macro context (these results are directly
relevant to the marco context to which we belong but encounter onl;y
light’s phase signature) Fig 20. If we try to determine which channel the
photon has travelled through (locate it with respect to its micro context),
we find that it may be in one path or the other, but never both. Yet the
photon behaves on its exit from the crystal as though it had followed
both paths as we are now observing it from our macro context). If we
accept that it is our objective integrity with respect to the situation under
investigation that’s the shortfall, then this result is entirely consistent. It’s
“us” conducting the experiment who have effectively changed our
orientation towards the subject, from system bound observation of the
micro context, to a position outside the system being measured.
Following on from this, is the realisation that the individual components
of wave polarisation will, when subject to unsympathetic analysis, give
us incomplete or incomprehensible experimental results. This in turn will
lead us to suppose that the whole system is imperceptible or weird. The
systems will not behave as though they are components of a logical
single system, obeying the laws of classical physics because they
aren’t. Light is behaving as though it has a dual reality with respect to
us because there are two systems involved.
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This situation contains the physical implications associated with
quantum mechanics. Experiments undertaken as though our positional
integrity/ locality was assured in respect of measurement on the micro
system are not acknowledging the key constraint. We are creating the
very circumstances that lead to the incomprehensible experimental
results. While this type of experimentation is a real achievement,
without addressing the material requirements for observation attempts
at measurement are bound to provide conflicting experimental results.
If we (the experiment) are operating from within the micro condition,
measuring micro particles interactions we can expect to find something
approaching deterministic values in that it can be recorded to be
behaving like a particle. If we (the experiment) are in macro condition
measuring the micro condition without directly interfering with it we will
encounter its phase like behaviour.
Experiment - Pairs of Photons
Pairs of photons with known polarisation are fired through filters and the
results recorded. As we know, the predictable nature of the polarisation
points to the possibility of hidden variables. This is then countered by
further considerations, which fulfil quantum predictions in violation of
Bell’s inequality. We have something that behaves like a system when
left alone, but which when examined proves to be inconsistent with our
current appreciation of system behaviour. This is another manifestation
of the quantum reality problem.
However, both these results would be consistent if we were
inadvertently dealing with a situation that crossed between independent
systems, traversing a membrane without accounting for it. Through
experimentation we may be able to obtain results or data about micro
particles but as macro dwelling bodies held outside of the context under
investigation we will not have actually encountered the conditions that
gave rise to the results. Our measurements have relied on micro
particles held in the micro condition to measure micro particles held in
the micro condition Fig 21. We cannot, therefore, assume direct
objectivity or to be directly connected to the results obtained. The data
will not make objective sense to us as we compare it to results obtained
from a positional locality consistent with the macro state Fig 20. We
have to acknowledge the duality and account for the differential and our
relationship to it.
The key realisation with regard the pairs of photons experiment is that,
as we detect the photons, we have in effect located them. The
experiment and so by proxy, we, have become bound to the micro
system a situation where our vantage point of the situation has been
transferred to the micro context. Our objective locality towards the event
has been altered. In doing this we have forfeited our macro status.
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A micro investigation of the micro condition will encounter predictable
deterministic results. The quantum probabilistic effects are found when
the investigation is conducted across systems without taking into
account the consequences. If you evade boarder control you are an
illegal alien with reduced rights!
Thus, the micro condition could well be a concentric system partially
removed from our own. But to appreciate that, we must first
acknowledge that a direct account cannot be drawn up with our
positional integrity as macro bodies intact. We must investigate by
proxy and with the right permissions in place! Without these
circumstances, our macro status is untenable or illegal. Failure to make
this adjustment will require us to devise patch after patch to keep the
reality away from ourselves?
We assume the right of direct objectivity towards all matter, but this is
patently not the case, even the structure of phenomenal field indicates
that. Measurement from experiment is the backbone of scientific
investigation, but measurement can amount to partially blind
observation. Direct examination of the micro world requires
preconditions. Unsympathetic or partial vision can only lead to a
situation where the positional integrity of the observer is compromised.
If the accurate measurement by a macro body of micro particles cannot
be carried out directly, then conversely, micro particles will not be able
to relay a single accurate measurement with respect to the macro
system. If we can’t assume direct objectivity, then we can’t directly
apply our physical laws to the system being investigated. Without
accepting the bitter pill of our partial existence with respect to some if
not most of the matter in our universe, our ability to investigate it and to
develop our conceptual understanding of its behaviour will encounter a
threshold.
Copenhagen Interpretation - Complementarity (Bohr & Einstein)
We may have misunderstood the requirements necessary to make
meaningful observations of our universe and the micro condition
because we have not resolved what’s involved in an act of experiential
objectivity here at terrestrial scales. In effect we have been caught
between forcing our misunderstanding with respect to 3rd party
observation status on the related but separate systems (curved spacetime), or, for convenience, pretending that a conceptual model would be
meaningless (complementarity). Both actually attempt to preserve 3rd
party observation and the scientific ontology the one thing that needed
to be challenged!
The compromise set out between Galileo and the Church was not much
different. The earth was secured at rest and the planets in motion
around it, but it was acknowledged by the Church that when viewed
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from the earth, the situation gave the impression of a heliocentric
system! Is science itself now a religion preserving a belief system?
Relativity is fundamentally 3rd party objective by nature and reaches a
purely conceptual expression setting out the basis of a virtual reality
that doesn’t correctly align with perceived or experiential reality.
Quantum mechanics reveals a reality indicating the significance of the
individual but determines that the individual determines the physical
outcome of the experiment. It fails to identify that it is the ontological
limitations of the scientific approach expressed through the apparatus
that’s actually responsible. The results are not changed the orientation
of the experimenter towards the results is changed by the approach
taken. The investigator’s conceptual limitation is transferred to the
apparatus creating a hall of mirrors where somehow the reflections
don't sum. Einstein was correct in that we need to find a solution - but
failed to acknowledge that the math would only ever supply a patch.
Bohr was correct to accept the ‘reality’ of quantum effects - but was
content to play dice rather than to contemplate duality and that 3rd party
observation was forfeit.
It’s not the case that measurement distorts some other property of our
physical system, but that any direct measurement on a system that
doesn’t share our context requires us to first acknowledging the
requirement of interface, the status of our existence with respect to the
system under investigation together with the limitations this disparity
may impose. These are actually matters pertinent to experiential
perception as our perceptual structure juggles all these factors. We
need to embed these reality issues in our conceptual models.
The calcite crystal splits the particular polarisation of a photon, but
doing so will not disturb the fact that the micro expression of the photon
is a particle. The crystal has at no time actually located the particle (decoherence has not taken place) so the orientation of the observer is as
a macro body observing a micro event. This situation will deliver
experimental results consistent to the phase aspect of light. Irrespective
of which channel it passes through, if we observe the photon from the
macro condition as it reappears, it will always display wave like
properties and apparent unpredictability will be dependent on our
orientation towards the outcome.
If the photon is located (by blocking a channel) we have now changed
our orientation towards the system under investigation. We have now
become effectively system bound. We have taken our positional
orientation down to the micro level. Results form this kind of experiment
will conform to the particle theory for light.
With these limitations recognised, it should be possible to engineer a
hands on understanding of the micro system and the membrane, and
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maybe even a prediction for the mortal state of Schrodinger’s cat!
Quantum physics doesn’t confront us with a situation of deciding
between illusion or reality. Quantum physics reveals that ‘mediation’ is
very much part of our reality, the illusion is of the indivisible self and
direct objectivity using light! If we can understand and reveal the basis
of that illusion (duality at the heart of perceptual reality) we gain a
deeper understanding of our relationship with the real and how to
deepen this.
Our sense of vision is dependent on free moving micro particles and the
realities pertaining to non-baryonic matter’s interactions with the macro
state. Our brain has had to come to terms with the inherent duality and
related conditions to reflect a meaningful impression of our
environment. The result of this perceptual engineering is - two visual
pathways, two takes on reality, the observed composition of monocular
vision and a phenomenal sense capable of embedding us in the macro
world and universe but also binding us to the micro context.

Fig 41. From on-line presentation

The engineering of the visual and perceptual systems has been so
successful in covering up the disunity of the situation that we have
accepted the apparent unity presented to us. This probably accounts for
the determination behind the engineering of our theories to also patch
the situation and to continue to present the case for direct objectivity?
The theory of relativity explains the universe in terms of it being ‘out
there’ for us to probe. When probed however, the universe fails to
materialise quite as anticipated. This failure needs explaining, but the
solution must be engineered with careful reference to the probe and
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how we are using it. This may well make the nature of reality appear a
bit awkward; we can both appreciate Cezanne’s Blue Vase but also
detect the ‘so called deformations’ or artefacts. We need to live with
them and work with them and not seek to endlessly smooth things over
or seek to explain them away.
We need a theory of the universe that breaths with us, that’s connected
to us and not remote, that we are embedded within, that we can deepen
our relationship with. Something a bit more open-ended!
Relativity
Do we need a unified field theory or do we need to abandon relativity as
a description of how things are retaining the math to assist with ur
understanding of the membrane? The ontology of the experiential and
Vision-Space is post-relativistic. The principles of general relativity and
special relativity are well understood and its application in astronomy
and to a lesser extent particle physics (where quantum considerations
now made the running), are successful in predicting phenomena
observable by our instrumentation. Hence the blanket use of the
principle of equivalence and the existence of curved space-time have
apparently been rigorously tested by experiment and satisfactory proofs
devised. It’s difficult to see it being sidestepped.
In the thought experiments of relativity, time is identified as ‘that which
is measured by clocks’ - instrumentation. Time has a dimension with a
physical measure that can be used to accurately co-ordinate events in
time and space. The notion of inertial frames is used extensively as a
tool to assist us in conceptualising the situation, but where are they?
There are no frames in vision, no frames per second, no information
structure blur, no motion blur. Frames exist as part of the conceptual
models so they quite naturally permeate many of our inventions. They
create the basis for a continuation into the development of the virtual
reality we increasingly inhabit. Either, Relativity is a conceptual model
or, these inertial frames have a physical existence. Motion doesn’t take
place in time frames like a movie. Time as we experience it does not
‘tick’ it's a perceptual construct.32 Motion and time are experienced
internally in indivisible flow, but is ‘self’ a unified system or a mediated
construct made of two fundamental ‘takes’ on reality? Perception of
external events as sentient beings is very different from the records our
instrumentation captures. I don't’ think that the ‘locality’ of time in a
macro context (to a group of observers) can be transmitted across
distance by light. Absolute time as much as we can know it or perceive
of it, is with the individual. Light should not be used as a measuring
stick. To the observer the reality of external events is a construct,
32

According to modern theories, the human being does not have any special time analyzer. I.M. Sechenov was the
first to show that the perception of time, as well as space, is accomplished by several "sensory apparatus!' The
Perception of Time and Space in Outer Space A.A. Leonov & V. I. Lebedev 1968
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developed from two sets of judgments. Does motion affect the passage
of time or does our conceptualisation of motion affect the concept of
time? I am not sure that perceived motion affects our perception of the
passage of time?
I think that it’s the approach taken to space and time that ensures the
geometry of space-time. The internal frames don't form part of our
relationship with the real, they are part of a conceptual or virtual model
of the real and it’s not reality at all. Ironically, this conceptual model
attributes to key components of the theory, characteristics that exist
outside its own terms of reference, e.g. the absolute speed of light. The
natural expression of relative motion within the conceptual environment
of relativity, which includes inertial frames, is curved space-time. We
can experience effects at cosmic distances that seem to indicate the
physical relevance of the concept, that the concept is real but are all the
necessary factors present at the time of formation? Do these records
confirm the physical relevance of the theory or that the conceptual
model has been well engineered and delivers comparable predictions
under the circumstances? Circumstances parameterized by
instrumentation. Does Relativity really go to the heart of the matter?
Could a new theory based on perceptual awareness produce the same
results but open new doors?
Under the terms of our relationship with the real, time is a composite
perception ultimately linked to the individual by the perceptual system’s
handling of the light array entering the eyes. Without light and the
function of micro particles through which we sense the duality there
would be no substantive appreciation (perception) of the nonuniversality of time. Through perceptual structure we can sense ‘in’ and
‘through’ time. While this is very useful in terms of our response
capabilities, another individual will perceive the same event
independently. There’s no absolute link between the two appreciations
of the event. Using light we can’t be directly objective about the event
theatre in which things take place, but we can be objective, we can float
or mediate what we do receive. Through understanding phenomenal
field we can potentially look deep into the real nature of the universe.
If we can accept that duality should in play in our perception of space
and time as with vision, the small differences apparent as time delay or
the slowing down of time would be a matter of translation between the
systems. If we are undertaking measurements that involve the speed of
light over very large distances we are now operating at a level or scale
of operation where the differential between systems can be detected,
appreciated and measured. Relativity has to be relevant to the
membrane between the duality but does not represent a base theory.
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With the dual system, apparent time delay would be essentially a facet
of perception. Time delay occurs as we conduct measurements of
macro proportions using micro particles (photons) to define the
distance. The interpretation of the thought experiment that poses the
situation of glass laboratories in relative states of motion and free fall
with an observer measuring the angle at which light subtends two
frames, is open to criticism. In this instance, it is suggested that the
recorded angle at which a packet of light subtends each laboratory will
differ. To achieve this situation an artificial notion of time and space has
been created, namely the frame of measurement itself. We have three
elements here, the light, the observer and the inertial frame, and that’s
one too many! Our relationship with the real is conducted on a one-toone situation without the use of frames.
Perhaps the speed of light is constant only with respect to matter
confined to one context or dimension, the context creating the
constraint? Nothing outruns a photon because it’s not really here to out
run! To out run it you would have to join its race that is taking place
within the micro context. Einstein was able to rationalise that should the
Sun explode, gravity would fall off in accordance with the speed of light,
the fall off would not be instantaneous. It is gravity and light that are
linked, where gravity becomes another expression of the physical
relationship existing between the systems describing the geometry of
interaction, the membrane. The suggestion is that it is the relationship
between light and gravity that may extend to our appreciation of the
membrane. With this understanding of forces and membranes perhaps,
macro particles (atoms) and the forces involved also become an
expression of the geometry of interaction between contexts but on a
stable basis. Macro particles (molecules) are themselves dependent on
the geometry of micro interactions as they group into matter. It would
then be the specifics of the geometries involved and the relationships
between them that translates through to macro objects, planets and
their systems. Could it be that the conceptual basis of space-time is
something of a red herring and that is preventing us acknowledging a
more fundamental insight?
The relationship between energy, mass and the speed of light would
remain unaltered. We would just have a different understanding of
what’s involved. Indeed, relativity does an excellent job of explaining
events from a position that assumes 3rd party objectivity towards all
things. The mathematics is bound to contain vital information about the
geometry of interface between the dimensions. Likewise, the
uncertainty principle may not be telling us something about the paradox
that exist in one homogeneous reality but providing information about
the nature of the duality.
If our vantage point restricts the view, we need to take up another and
change the context. To me, quantum reality issues strongly suggest that
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this is the case. It’s not so much a matter of hidden variables as much
as the recognition of the pervasive interactions we have to have with a
dark dimension. While it may be possible to engineer a plausible theory
linking quantum mechanics to relativity, (a ‘unified field theory’), I don’t
think that it would prove robust because relativity is based on a false
premise, namely that we can accurately take in our surroundings using
light as the yardstick. I think that we should be looking for a description
of the interface between two separate dimensions within our own
neighbourhood, not two theories in one dimension leading to multiple
dimensions! We should look at the equations that we have to describe
gravity and the structure of the atom taking into account the possibility
of there being two systems involved giving rise to the appreciated
geometry as a way to gain an understanding of the interface.
Where we once stood at the centre of the universe only to be moved to
the relative obscurity of an orbiting planet, could it be that we are now
banished to an ignominious partial reality with respect to most of the
matter integral to the structure of our own universe? I would suggest
that there comes a point in the pursuit of the reductionist approach to
matter that we push up against the boundary of another or pass
through. Both require the same realisation. Movement beyond the
membrane without acknowledging the act of penetration will produce
problematic theory. The more we push, the more energy we apply to
the particle accelerators the greater the stretch to the interface, the
more non- baryonic particles we can force onto the overlapping zone
between the dimensions. Is this the right approach to finding out more
about the other dimension?

Fig 42. Relationship With the Real, by the author 1995

For example, we currently ‘perceive’ the universe via a collection of
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mechanically recovered records (pictures) that are not as sophisticated
as our means of perceiving our terrestrial environment through our
senses (images). Do we just increase optical resolution, bit rate, pixels,
of a picture to see more or do we adopt a new form of illusionary space
based on perceptual structure?
Picture being: a real representation, an ordered record, such as a videosignal, a photograph, an activity pattern in a neural structure. The order of the
picture is purely conventional and exists only with respect to an external
agent.
Images: always contain more than pictures because the whole structure of
the receiver (a lifetime’s experience) is summed up in them.
Abridged quote Prof Jan Koenderink.

Fig 43 Pictures and Images, by the author 1988

What do these picture records we collect of the universe and micro
matter mean to us as perceiving organisms fashioned by the principle
forces in the universe? We have ‘pictures’ of the universe and ‘pictures’
of the sub-atomic world where we need meaningful ‘images’. The
argument suggests that, without a working understanding of the
physical realities involved in the mechanics of terrestrial visual
perception and what’s involved in us being objective, we will not be able
to meaningfully perceive the universe, understand matter or the nature
of reality.
John Jupe 2005 (revised 2013 & 14)
John.jupe@pacentre.org

Copyright claimed on pictures and diagrams (Figs) unless otherwise
stated
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Appendix 1
Spatial Disorder in Monocular Vision
The structure that we perceive in vision around the area known as central vision is difficult to
explain in terms of our accepted model of vision and optics. It would appear that we are able
to manifest an incrementally increasing spatial texture set out radially in all directions from an
established fixation. Within this field like structure the objects and surfaces that make up the
viewed environment or real setting are referenced.
On the face of it, there appear to be three possible scenarios to explore by way of an
explanation.
1. That the brain alone ‘creates’ the spatial texture field and it is not directly related to the
environment
2. That the information is embedded in the light array and then unfolded by a function of the
brain by the making of a fixation
3. That all the information including the field’s setting out point is some how encoded within
the light array to be subsequently streamed and directly deployed in phenomenal field.
1. This would have the brain entirely fabricating key aspects of phenomenal field from which
we derive spatial judgments to assist with our perception of and interaction with the
environment. Our brain would need to set up an extensive array of techniques for
extrapolating depth information from essentially 2D input and then compile this in a very
complex way for ‘effect’. I find it difficult to consider this as an option for many reasons. I just
don’t think that this kind of activity would give rise to the efficient processes I experience. It
simply doesn’t fit with the nature of visual awareness.
2. On the face of it, this seems to be the most practical option of the three. It would entail us
receiving information from our surroundings that, via decoherence, can be segmented into
two streams. One of which is developed from a sophisticated noise potential akin to an all
possibilities field. This then passes to a specialist area of the brain where it’s set out or
unfolded through the selection of a fixation point. However, while this option would rely on
some new and as yet unappreciated functions of both light and the eye/brain the suggestion
is that these functions would be currently ‘dark’, that we would simply have failed to encounter
them. The basis for this is looked at in the main text other related publication already referred
to.
3. This option would entail a complete reappraisal of our understanding of light, the
fundamentals of optical projection, the function of the eye, the visual system and the nature of
consciousness. It would entail the direct transference of data formations that would be both
controlled by the eyes lens. Even I have trouble seeing this as feasible! How could that have
remained ‘dark’ and undiscovered.
I will attempt to suggest how a situation based on the second scenario might play out. I must
point out that we can’t (as yet) confirm this really despite my continual assertion that it is
happening. We do have some pointers however and ultimately we end up with EMR
(electromagnetic radiation) and the geometries used in quantum mechanics, Hilbert space,
phase space, attractors etc. However, I am no specialist at this level and don’t understand the
math. I feel duty bound to make an attempt at a generalist and illustrative lead-in to areas but
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first I need to explain the dilemma to those (like me!) with little or no understanding of the
issues beyond an elementary understanding of the fundamentals of optics. .
It would appear that visual projection entails us being able to make what I term ‘proximity
judgments’, based on a system of monocular spatial disorder centered on the object held in
fixation. Fig 1. This would involve something akin to us generating a radial field structure from
the incoming light array to deploy within phenomenal field of vision.

Adjacent objects
Object held in fixation

All attributed the same level
of disorder as they are all
equidistant from the object in
fixation

Arial view - all objects at
observers eye level
Fig 1.

a) I can appreciate this field like structure operational in my own sense of vision
b) I can to some extent control it’s setting out
c) I can detect that other artists have recorded aspects of this awareness in their work
depicting space as a spherical medium
d) We can replicate the function of this attribute in motion pictures using the VisionSpace software, which has the effect of increasing the spatial saliency of the media.
e) Our visual relationship with the transformed media is closer to the observed structure
of phenomenal field. The transformed media is more immersive
f) This is a non-optical structure, it is not possible to generate it from camera optics

Directional light source
Arial view - all objects at
observers eye level
B

A

Object held in fixation

D

Fig 2.
Observer
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The question is, how could such awareness be brought to us by light falling on a single eye?
The fundamentals of optics tell us that light travels straight from the objects it has had contact
with and enters the eye (the rectilinear function of light). How could light entering the eye from
object ‘A’ contain information ‘D’ asserting its location with respect to ‘B’ the fixated object?
The same applies to all other point surrounding the fixation point. Fig 2.
A solution may come in two parts. The first to do with light (how the potential arises) and the
33
second related to the function of the visual system (how we propagate the input).
There are potential physical causes for the phase/particle data-set formation set out in the
main text coupled with the terrestrial ambient light field. We are all aware that the there are
two characteristics to light, phase and particle. Around us there is directional light from a
strong source bouncing off objects that enters the eye and also a light field formed from all
the light bouncing about the environment from objects that is not on course to enter the eye.
The existence of the light field may be entirely reliant on terrestrial conditions but it needs to
be affecting photon trajectories from objects to the retina as a form of medium imparting
spatial information. We understand that dark matter is operating in something like this manner
as it contributes to gravitational lensing. This may also be in play.
If we were to consider this second category of light to be forming an effective medium with an
even distribution through space, it becomes possible to consider a second type of data
potential with a theoretical ability to impart spatial data and actual distance/ proximity related
data to the visual system. Light as EMR occupies space as much as it traverses it. If data
from the environmental light medium could be embedded or entangled somehow with
directional light it would look a lot like noise with respect to the first category of directional
light. If we encountered it we would attempt to segment it from signal, dump it and by so
doing improve the signal to noise ratio! Its potential content would remain ‘dark’.
Fig 3.
New fixation further away

D1+
B
Increasing depth of
EMR light medium

Object held in fixation

D1

Observer

Fig 3. If we look at the diagram we can start to understand that light travelling from the fixation
point B to the observer has to travel through a distance (D1). If the fixation point were further
away the distance would be (D1+ the additional distance). Could it be that the degree to
which the information is disordered (associated noise) when entering the eye (from objects in
the field of vision) reflects the distance through which the reflected light has travelled through
the EMR field?

33

John Jupe 2013 (rev 2014) A theoretical proposition for retinal detection of a field potential unfolding from the light
array to form the basis of spatial and orientation awareness within the phenomenon of vision. www.pacentre.org
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It is thought by some vision scientists (Prof. Jan Koenderink) that the order of light input into
the eye in peripheral vision is in a disordered state not blurred, also that this disorder is
recorded by receptors on the retina and is not created by the brain. So what could cause the
light array to disorder in this specific way? One theory is that the thickness of the retinal
membrane slightly deflects the path of photons which is logical but would not lead to the kind
of environmentally related spatial disorder we experience. It would simply manifest as a 2D
disturbance across the retina looking very much like noise and not provisioning additional
saliency. The other possibility is that that the light arrives disordered and containing the
relevant spatial data from the environment. However, the current understanding of light does
not include for ‘photon interactions’ like this as they pass through space.
We know we are looking for a form of coherence function (phase like property of light)
causing spatial data from the environment to become embedded in the light array. It’s the
same property of coherence that allows us to focus light. Light is not ‘physically deflected’ by
the lens it relies on the phase aspect of light.
If the proposed specialist form of phase like activity relating to environmental space were
taking place alongside the photon’s directional data would be possible for the retina to
segment one data potential from the other?
1. Light to travel as photons directly from objects into the eye resulting in a data
similar to the structure of traditional optics (photographic pictures).
2. Directional light to be affected in some way by the EMR light field in direct
proportion to the distance between the object and eye resulting in a specific amount
of disordering of the information. This disorder value being related across the retina
to other such values that together contain the spatial information in the form of noise.
While this spatial information would not provide much in the way of level of detail
(LOD) given its noise like structure, it could impart the required spatial appreciation of
the real setting.
At this point we have to progress a bit on the physics side to introduce de-coherence. It is
now considered that light travels as both a particle and a wave at the same time. It is only
when it hits something that it de-coheres from a quantum state into its constituent parts
(photon and phase like functions). On the retina we are familiar with the notion of receptors
that pick up the arrival of photons and pass that differentiated information on in the form of
spikes. We are suggesting, and de-coherence states, that the associated wave-form
dissipates into the system. We would require the receptors to be passively absorbing and
then transmitting this phase aspect to specialist areas of the brain for synthesis. The
diagrams are produced here are indicative only! For something closer to the physics involve
you will need to research the geometries of Hilbert space and phase space.
We would be requiring that the de-cohered phase component from the incoming light array
was capable of transmitting the basis of an all possibilities noise field through to specialist
areas of the brain where our intent in the world (attention) could set out a fixation point
collapsing the all possibilities situation to one, where all the ‘values’ relate to the designated
fixation point (point in space). This function would then match the radial proximity cues we
encounter in vision and set out in Vision-Space images.
We can perhaps think about the computational link between disorder and a phase function?
Also how the spherical nature of the eyeball could assist with us developing temporal
34
consistency to a data-set based on coherence that would need to be pan-retinal in nature?
Then perhaps the examine distinction between disorder and blur, where blur (associated with
photographic media) could be a degraded or distorted function of disorder brought about due
34

It may be worth mentioning that after long space flights in weightlessness astronauts are likely to have developed
significant changes to the shape of the eyeball. The retina starts to flatten out. If the eye was failing to detect the
spatial cues from the world the biological system may start to evolve to make best use of the only available data
potential contained in the light array. This would perhaps entail a flat plate like the camera?
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to its collection on the flat plate of the camera instead of the spherical geometry of the
eyeball?
A

B
Fixation

D

Spherical retina
Simultaneous firing
ganglion cells
sampling groups of
disordered data
around the sphere
preserves timing of
events

Time differential
Tighter angle of
of arrival
incidence, therefor
greater spread/
distortion of
disorder pattern

Flat retina (theoretical)

Information in flow to
brain (optic flow).

Fovea
Detail image info brought to focus by the
physical lens. Camera like probabilistic
arrival of photons over time

Fig 4.
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Appendix 2
Moon observations
It has been clear to me for some time that the specialist conditions involved in our perception
of the moon ought to provide a good testing ground for the idea that a terrestrial light medium
is playing a significant role in the phenomenon of vision. These observations tend to support
the view that the ‘field’ capability of vision should at least in part be attributed to the influence
35
of a terrestrial ambient light field. However improbable that may seem to physicists!
The moon can be observed as an isolated object in situations either deprived of the presence
of the proposed light field in the night sky (scoptic) or in daylight conditions (photopic) where it
would be in play. Even in daylight conditions the terrestrial light field is only present in the
atmosphere (a mile or so up), for the rest of the distance to the moon it’s effectively absent.
We should by all accounts have significant issues in perceiving this object! Our perception of
it should change considerably and be inconsistent with respect to our perception of terrestrial
objects.
While simultaneous observation of the moon in the two conditions would be helpful it’s not
going to happen! It is nevertheless, possible to compare and contrast differences between the
two on a sequential basis. Artists have to develop these sorts of skills as they capture
difference between the presentations of the world we call up within phenomenal field. If a
terrestrial light filed were playing a role in vision, we should expect to experience some quite
explicit eccentricities in the way that we perceive the moon. It should also be possible to
directly link these eccentricities to the specific lighting conditions prevalent at the time of the
observations. Indeed, we should find that the brain has considerable trouble forming a
consistent impression of the object. It should be possible to perceive the differences with the
naked eye and to observe periods of transition taking place at dawn and dusk (mesopic
luminance levels).
We should also briefly mention that the moon’s distance from us rules out any contribution
from issues related to binocular disparity (stereo vision based on the distance our eyes are
apart on the face). Our percept of the moon is essentially monocular in nature as the distance
between the eyes is entirely negligible when engaged in this task. In addition, a camera
record should not contain references to the observed differences or record the perceived
transitional phases. The camera’s inability to record the observed effects, is not proof that
terrestrial conditions and a second data-set play a role in the moon illusion, but just an
acknowledgement that the device was not designed to record the baseline information from
which the brain calculates proximity and objective form cues taking place on a monocular
basis (see Appendix 3). Vision happens to us and the moon illusion happens to us, not to our
36
instrumentation.
37

The moon illusion has been extensively researched and it would appear to be clear that
there are a number of contributory factors for its perceived variations in size. However, from
my observations it’s equally clear that the perceived changes to both the size of the moon
and our ability to perceive its objective form, are primarily dependent on Vision-Space related
issues; the presence or absence of a terrestrial light field and the modulations of monocular
vision possible from the two data potentials embedded within the light array. If the moon is
observed in isolation from the earth or through a tube then the ‘context’ in which it’s seen
changes. It needs to be seen in context and forming part of visual field for our perceptual
system to attempt to ‘position it’.
35

These considerations will not apply to our perception of other plantets and stars as they are just too far away.
John Jupe 2005 (rev 2014): Vision-Space: Replicating the Underlying Structure to our Presentations of Vision in
Images. www.pacentre.org
37
Background reading eg. “The Moon Illusion Explained” by Don McCready ,Professor Emeritus,
Psychology Department University of Wisconsin-Whitewater .
“The Mystery of the Moon Illusion ," by Helen Ross and Cornelis Plug, published in September 2002.	
  	
  
36
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These are some of my findings. I have mocked up intuitive impressions using a photograph of
the moon and undertaking Vision-Space transformations using standard software tools.
Observation 1.- At scoptic light levels, on a dark, clear night looking up at a full moon, it looks
to be similarly proportioned with respect to same scene recorded by a camera. Also it
appears to be a shining circular disc in the sky - there’s very little to tell you that the object is
spherical as opposed to just a 2D cut out. Definition and detail (LOD) are higher in the
absence of the terrestrial light field. Fig 5 a.

Fig	
  5	
  a	
  &	
  b.	
  Copyright	
  unknown	
  
Explanation - In the absence of the light field (at night) we are experiencing only one type of
data potential. A strong source of directional light from the sun is reflected to earth without
passing through a terrestrial light field. This is closely related to the type of information that
the camera can record via optical projection onto a flat plate. However, The sensory deficit in
comparison to daylight conditions inhibits certain aspects of visual perception.
Observation 2. – In photopic conditions during the day the moon appears to be significantly
bigger than at night and can be appreciated to be more of a spherical object (Fig 5b.). The
camera on the other hand records the Moon to be the same size as in the first observation
and this impression has none of the experiential spherical reality apparent experientially.
Explanation - In daylight conditions all light leaving the moon has to pass through the ambient
light field of the terrestrial atmosphere before reaching us. While this allows for the formation
of the second data-set the terrestrial light belt only extends a small distance towards the
moon (thinning with altitude) so the degree of disorder apparent in the signal is wildly
inaccurate. It’s this miss-match relating to ‘proximity’ placement within the context of the
terrestrial landscape and object placement provided by the light field that leads us to generate
different perceptions of its size. Proximity judgments reliant on the field data potential become
inherently inaccurate. We would tend to want to position the object at the edge of our
atmosphere marking the extent of the ambient light field. As the moon gets closer to the
horizon, the viewing angle through the ambient light layer changes increasing its thickness.
We also get stronger proximity references from the landscape to attempt to relate it to. This
should increase the disorder values slightly accentuating the issues and affecting our
perception of its location and hence size once again.
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The second capability available to us in daylight viewing conditions is the possibility for us to
‘modulate’ the monocular data-sets establishing the asymmetrical forms (represented in
38
areas pertaining to central vision) we are familiar with from still life paintings. These factors
are also recorded in the photopic Vision-Space illustrations.
This facet is difficult to perceive with a spherical object like the moon (I can do it - but you
have to be very attuned to the differences). The truth being that we don’t perceive spheres as
being spherically round, there are artifacts of the modulation process always present!

Fig 6.a&b Double imaging at dawn and dusk (mesopic luminance levels)

However, the differences become more apparent when the moon is in its crescent phases.
The double crescent apparent in the transition state between night and day break (mesopic)
are readily observable by individuals that have their attention drawn to it. This occurs with just
one eye open. Here it is reproduced using the same Vision-Space transformation process
used on photographs of still life subject matter or appearing in intuitive record.
Observation 3. - The final set of observations is linked to careful analysis also made at scoptic
levels with the moon in crescent phase (Fig 6). I have spent some time on this activity over a
number of years and while these are my first person intuitive experiences, the perception is
always the same and appears to be fully consistent with the model. There is no point in
attempting to perform this task through a telescope!
a) The transition time span is only a couple of minutes (2-5 mins) either side of scoptic
luminance levels. There needs to be only a little of the ambient light filed present for the
perceived differences to start to manifest themselves.
b) Early in the transition period the appearance of the moon becomes indistinct and it glows
with an indistinct halo effect (not illustrated). It is quite clear to me that the original intensity
and data is still there, but that a second data-set starts to be perceptually formed from very
little available information. The brain is receiving ‘something’ but the data is not enough to
form a complete impression or to relate it to the other stronger data-set. This lack of
distinction rapidly falls to the illustrated scenario and then as the ambient light reaches
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saturation level the complete impression can be formed and perceived. With the full registry
the impression gels, and the additional facets of perception can function ‘normally’.
As mentioned previously, the Moon illusion is a matter of perception and not the
fundamentals of optical projection. The overall illusion is a compound modulated
phenomenon conducted through time with a number of contributory causes that have been
39
researched over the years. I am not going to attempt to paraphrase these here. However, I
would strongly suggest that there is a second facet involved related the visual system’s
generation of a phase based data-potential embedded in the light array and reliant on the
presence of the terrestrial ambient light field

39

Background reading eg. “The Moon Illusion Explained” by Don McCready ,Professor Emeritus,
Psychology Department University of Wisconsin-Whitewater .
“The Mystery of the Moon Illusion ," by Helen Ross and Cornelis Plug, published in September 2002.
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Appendix 3
Proximity Judgments
Observer
using one
eye only

The incremental disorder function extends radially in all directions
from fixation (spherical geometry) establishing the proximity of all
objects that surround the fixation point (including the observer)
When applied to 2D photographic media, the spatial disorder does
not heighten or increase 'perceived' depth. The spatial disorder
establishes simultaneously the relative proximity of objects in the
field of view without the requirement to change primary fixation and
the building of occlusion maps or perspective related size
consistency cues
In the first instance, distance and orientation awareness are largely
proximity judgment carried out in peripheral vision. Proximity cues
would appear to be a higher order and more efficient system of
spatial awareness
The spatial field allows for a degree of anticipation with respect to the
anticipation of an object’s trajectory
Vision-Space media provides the opportunity for new ways to
consider interaction with 2D media using eye-tracking and depthmapping to immerse the viewer in the simulation

Fig 8. © 2013
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Appendix 4
Visual acuity in space
If disorder in the light array is bringing us important spatial information to be presented in
peripheral vision and that this disorder is reliant on there being a terrestrial light field we
would expect astronauts outside the earth’s terrestrial conditions to experience some loss of
visual acuity and to struggle performing a range of related tasks. Spatial orientation is linked
40
to multiple senses but especially visual and vestibular.
Issues relating to orientation in space (and experiences in free-fall) have been examined in a
number of studies. The author is not an expert in this field and available documentation
appears to be limited but the considerations are potentially pertinent to current concerns at
NASA. It should be noted that attention in the peripheral systems is covert or sub conscious
in nature. A loss in this form of acuity is unlikely to be reported in anything other than a hazy,
roundabout way by astronauts and be difficult to single out from other related sensory factors.
By accepting the Vision-Space model, the following predictions can be made for the loss of
visual acuity in space:
Vision is the lead sense. It is likely to be heavily involved in the development of multisenses interaction and perceptual structure. Initial exposure to weightlessness is
likely to be disorientating on multiple levels but over time, acclimatization to the
unusual circumstance would take place as available sensory data is processed in a
compensatory or atypical way within our perceptual system. We will adapt to the
situation in order to perform the required tasks as best we can. There will be a degree
of plasticity involved as the conditions change.
When traveling towards the edge of the atmosphere and hence the ambient light
field, spatial acuity in peripheral vision would fall away, perhaps giving the sensation
of detachment from ‘reality’. This also occurs when corrective lenses are introduced
for short sight etc. The lens acts as a phase filter.
The loss of visual orientation cues from peripheral vision would combine with the loss
of tactile indicators through skin and loss of normal vestibular signals. Perceptual
disorientation in varying degrees and manifestations would be the likely outcome. A
degree of acclimatization to the new conditions that then stabilize, is likely.
Outside during space walks (and maybe inside the space craft in situations of
weightlessness), astronauts would be likely to experience spatial awareness
depravation within peripheral vision. A loss of spatial proximity acuity and awareness
of speed and trajectory (probably reported as depth-perception) in peripheral vision
would manifest in an astronaut’s abilities to perform certain tasks eg. visual guided
docking procedures. Our ability to ‘attend’ to the functions of peripheral vision is
limited. Specialists like artists and sports people are able to train themselves to do
this and astronauts may also fall into the category.
If spatial visual acuity in peripheral vision is lost due to the non-terrestrial conditions,
it would seem logical that the visual system would power-up concentration on the
remaining faculties that remained fully functional in order to compensate. Some
faculties may be enhanced such as the perception of detail. The function of the
peripheral field data-set relies on the presence of noise. If this noise is not being
processed then increased clarity may be the result. This increase in clarity also
40

Vestibular: A sensory apparatus of 3 semicircular canals in 3 panes at right angles to each other as part of the
structure of the ear. Spatial movement of the head and body cause liquids in the structures to settle in different
locations within the canals.
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occurs when we look into a mirror that acts as a form of phase filter between the real
setting and the perceiver.
The data-set specializing in detail is focused through the physical lens function. We
are actually well practiced in the art of using these alternative or secondary
procedures for judging spatial distancing tasks as ‘picture space’ virtual environment
(photographs, films, simulations) are currently devoid of the field data structure
operational in peripheral vision and its associated implicit form of spatial awareness.
By contract, in order to perceptually build pictorial space we are required to look all
over the scene to order all the relevant pictorial cues (occlusion etc). So we should
expect an astronaut to fixate more often in space.
Implicit spatial awareness in peripheral vision together with its own form of attention
allows us to spend more time applied to the task in hand within central vision.
Peripheral vision only promoting subjects for attention to central vision if they require
that form of attention. So an astronaut may not respond to a threat occurring in
peripheral vision as well when deprived of its spatial cues . If attention is required to
things occurring in peripheral vision it may be more difficult to attend to the task in
hand.
The plasticity of the brain and its ability to adapt to prevailing conditions is likely to
manifest itself in significant ways over long periods of time (long space flights). As
above, this could be in form of compensatory mechanisms such as shifting
concentration onto the unaffected pathways of the visual system. At first glance this
might not seem to be much of an issue until we realize the full potential implications.
We are contemplating here the (partial) shutting down of an entire visual pathway.
The dorsal stream, the ‘where’ pathway. This will inevitably result in an atypical
perceptual structure developing over time. Atypical perceptual structures could be
associated with autism and other ASD related conditions. While these connections
41
are controversial, if substantiated they would be very pertinent here.
An imbalance in the biological balance of the brain is also possible as chemicals
required to fire up activity in the brainstem region and thalamic structures where
perceptual integration is thought to take place could become retarded contributing to
42
conditions such as Alzheimer’s. Long space trips could rewire the brain and cause
serious psychological and physiological conditions that would be expected to effect
crew behavior, relationships and performance.
Gaze control will be impaired in space as peripheral vision also provides spatial
information to coordinate saccadic eye movements. The speed of saccadic eye
movements is likely to decrease as the individual is reduced to trial and error to
establish the required focal length of the lens. In terrestrial conditions peripheral
vision provides the spatial coordinates and hence focal requirements for the new
fixation in advance of the saccadic eye movement.
Some degree of visual/ perceptual acclimatization on return to earth from long space
trips may be experienced. Alternatively artificial perceptually immersive environments
could be created to assist astronauts either before return or having returned to earth.
The degree to which re-exposure to regular visual input can be expected to rectify the
situation would need to be evaluated.

41

It may be worth mentioning that after long space flights in weightlessness astronauts are recorded to have
developed significant changes to the shape of the eyeball. The retina starts to flatten out. If the eye was failing to
detect the spatial cues from the world the biological system may start to evolve to make best use of the only available
data-sets This would perhaps entail a flat plate like the camera?
42
Synaptic plasticity defect following visual deprivation in Alzheimer disease model transgenic mice. Christopher M.
William et al J Neurosci . 2012 June 6; 32(23): 8004–8011. doi:10.1523/JNEUROSCI.5369-11.2012.
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An early publication that speaks to these issues was written in Russia in 1968 by A.A. Leonov
and V. I. Lebedov Perception of Time and Space in Outer Space (Translated by NASA).
http://ntrs.nasa.gov/archive/nasa/casi.ntrs.nasa.gov/19690017077_1969017077.pdf
The authors consider some of the experienced physiological and psychophysiological issues
and reference these in terms of Euclidian understandings of both time and space. However,
the records and experiences of astronauts are interesting with respect to the nature of vision
outlined in this paper. This publication was prior to understandings relating to autism the
specifics of current neuroscience, neuroplasticity etc., and also prior to the proposal that we
are extracting, a ‘field’ based data-set from the light array with absolute time being a virtual
construct. It is clear that when the phenomenological processes of awareness break down
there are significant repercussions.
It is well known that all living beings populating our planet are developed and constantly
affected by many specifically terrestrial factors. The factors include primarily the Earth's
atmosphere, diurnal and annual periodicity, and certain magnetic and gravitational fields.
For example, the force of the Earth's gravity affects not only many physiological
functions and the size and shape of animals, but also the psychophysiological
mechanisms of perception of the outer world, including the space-time aspects. Thus,
the central nervous system of a human being, its structure and function, and particularly
its mechanisms for correct perception of the properties of objects in space and time,
have been developed and reinforced as a result of long-term evolutionary development
under specifically terrestrial conditions, and correspond to them.
This is the question: how and how much will the psychological apparatus of a human
being be ensured an adequate perception of reality (including perception of the time and
space aspects) under the conditions of outer space and space flight, to which it has not
adapted historically?
For example: The lower the astronaut flies over the Earth, the less it is possible for him
to react to perceived objects. When observing the Earth from a porthole in the craft at an
altitude of 200-400 km, the astronaut senses that the Earth is moving slowly. During an
interplanetary flight, an astronaut's perception of speed disappears completely. A
uniform picture lies before him. In one porthole, he sees bright, non-flickering stars
against the background of a sky which is as black as ink; in the other porthole, he sees
the blindingly bright disc of the never-setting Sun. Thus, astronauts sense an "excess" of
time while the craft moves away from celestial bodies. On the other hand, when
approaching some celestial body or the Earth, there is a time "deficit". In these cases,
automatic devices are used to aid the astronauts. A special apparatus which senses
certain signals from the surrounding medium and transmits the corresponding
commands to the slave mechanisms of the craft can accelerate the reaction to a change
in the situation by tens and hundreds of times.
There are many examples of space and time perceptual compromises contained in their work
and I can only assume that more have been discovered since. They identified three phases of
perceptual disorientation in weightlessness. The first accounts were manageable with the
various analyzers experiencing issues and spatial illusions that were quickly compensated
for. The second saw more significant psychosensory disorientation in space, but
accompanied with control enough to interpret the sensations. The third phase involved more
severe psychosensory disorders with distorted perception of the surrounding medium and
delirious interpretations.
I find the reports from the second phase more informative. If our primary spatial orientation
pathways are compromised (vision and vestibular) we would struggle in these conditions. The
reports of visual compromise could well align with the loss of the disorder field and the
associated ‘where’ pathway.
“I felt complete disorientation in space. Then I began to recognize the situation
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somehow. I saw the floor and the walls. It seemed that the latter were moving away
very rapidly. The illusion reminded me of the same sensation when you're looking
through inverted binoculars. I glanced at the floor and saw that it was moving from
below me, running away from me, together with the whole cabin, which was also
decreasing in size. I tried to catch something at that time. Although the objects below
me and at my sides seemed to be very close, I could not, in any way, reach them with
my hands, which caused a feeling of extreme emotional agitation. Then, finding myself
in the tail of the aircraft, I caught onto some object and stabilized by position in space".
“During the illusion and after its disappearance, I felt that the entire period of
weightlessness was disagreeable, difficult to characterize, a feeling of unnaturalness
and helplessness I had not experienced, before. It seemed to me that it was not only
the situation in the aircraft which was changing; something within me also seemed to
be changing. To avoid this disagreeable sensation, I tried to write in weightlessness, to
reach my hands to several objects. I did all this without any particular difficulties.
Nevertheless, this feeling of helplessness and instability' did not pass over, and it
caused a great deal of anguish."
Research into visual perception in space would appear to be currently focused around
ophthalmology related issues and the effects of weightlessness on fluids involved in the
optics of the eye.

http://www.space.com/14876-astronaut-spaceflight-vision-problems.html
_____________________________________________________________
Dynamic visual acuity during walking after long-duration space flight
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/21485405
Astronauts experience alterations in gaze control as a result of adaptive changes in eye-head
coordination produced by microgravity exposure. This may lead to potential changes in
postflight visual acuity during head and body motion.
_____________________________________________________________________

NASA Finds that Space Flight Impacts Astronauts' Eyes and Vision
Space flights that last six months or longer can cause changes in astronauts' eyes and vision,
according to a new study sponsored by NASA. This discovery is having a major impact on
plans for a manned flight to Mars. Astronauts' eyes and vision are now the top priority of the
NASA's Space Medicine research team, according to Acting Chief Terry Taddeo.
______________________________________________________________________
The following extracts are taken from NASA Man Systems Integration Standards - Volume 1
Section 4 Human Performance Capabilities - 4.2 VISION
http://msis.jsc.nasa.gov/sections/section04.htm#_4.2_VISION
(Headings notation taken from the document)
a. Acceleration - The effects of acceleration on vision depend on the
force vector.

direction of the

1. +Gz acceleration (eyeballs down) results in dimming of vision, followed by tunnel vision
loss of sight which begins on the periphery and gradually narrows down until only macular
(central) vision remains. This is followed by total blackout and then loss of consciousness.
c. Light in Space - Differences in light transmission and reflectance in space result in some
significant differences in available perceptual cues in the extravehicular environment as
compared to earth atmosphere.
1. Light Scatter - Atmospheric light scatter does not exist in space due to the lack of
particulate and gaseous material. Thus, aerial perspective cues are absent. Figure-ground
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contrast is increased and shadows appear darker and more clearly defined. Loss of these
cues along with other environmental consequences discussed below can degrade perception
of object shape, distance, location and relative motion.
d. Absence of Other Earth Cues:
1. Absence of a Fixed Vertical Orientation - Recognition of familiar objects, faces, and areas
(e.g., workstation) is poor when viewed from an orientation significantly different from the
established vertical. The viewer must be oriented within approximately 45 degrees of this
vertical to perceive the surroundings in a relatively normal fashion. This fact argues for the
establishment of a local vertical for each living and working area within a space module.
2. Absence of Fixed Horizon and its accompanying foreground and background
cues
can be expected to degrade extravehicular perception of object
shape, distance,
location and relative motion.
f. Potential deficits - While visual perception in space is normal in many respects, there are
reports of various changes in vision (some of them contradictory) that point out the complex
consequences of the above factors. These include Soviet reports of a shift in perceived colors
and a reduction in contrast sensitivity, along with a seemingly contradictory report indicating
improved visual acuity for distant objects. Some U.S. astronauts have indicated a reduction in
near acuity with no apparent change in far acuity, while some crewmembers who wear
reading glasses on Earth found they were more dependent on them while in space. Clearly,
more research is needed before we can say more about these effects.
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